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Improved Air-Pump.

Quick-working steam engines, when running at

high speeds, are liable to shock and jar, from the

rapid opening and closing of the valves and pistons

that are brought into contact with water. The air

pumps especially, when the engines are of the con

densing variety, havo a

heavy load to overcome ;

it is desirable to obviate

the evil alluded to, as

far as possible, by easing

the bucket of the source

of a portion of its labor

We herewith illustrate

a device for this pur

pose. The pump barrel,

A, sets upon and de

scends into the channel

way, B, to which it is

bolted. In this barrel

the bucket, 0, attached

to the trunk, D, works.

The spade-handle hear

ing, E, to which the con

necting rod is attached,

is a continuation of the

pin, F, which goes

through both the trunk

and bucket and is there

secured by the nut, G.

The bucket has a series

of radial openings or

grates disposed about its

center, which constitute

the seat for the valve,

H. Asimilar grating and

valve may be seen at, I,

there is also a foot valve

shown at, J . The oper

ation of this pump and

its valves is as follows.

When the condensed wa

ter flows into the chan

nel~way, the motion of

the bucket and its trunk

causes the foot valve to

rise and admit the hot

water; as the bucket

descends, its valves also

raise and upon the re

turn stroke close and

carry the load with it.

Now when the engine

works rapidly, if no !
yielding surface was in- m_ i .

l
r

terposed between the

water and tho air-pump

covers, K, the latter

would be subjected to a series of severe shocks ; these

-shocks distribute their force through all parts of the

machinery and tax its endurance greatly. To obviate

this the inventor employs the valve, I, which by rising

as the water meets it, eases the blow and permits

the water to overflow into the hot well, or out--board

discharge, without further delay. This attachment

would seem to add very materially to the effective

action of the pump and to subtract very much from

the concussion and consequently the jar of the ma

chinery and liability to carry away important parts

of the engine. This invention was patented Scpt- 9,

1862, by John Vial, and for further information ad

dress him at Cleveland (west side), Ohio.
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THE IRVENTOB OF IRON-GLAD VESSELS.

 

On the 22d ult., Senator Cowan, of Pennsylvania,

presented a petition in the Senate from A. Stewart

and others, asking for a pension to the widow of

Thomas Gregg; it being claimed that he was the
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VIAL’S PATENT AIR PUMP.

original inventor and patentee of iron-clad vessels.

This is a new phase of this subject, and abrlef history

of the invention, according to the information we

possess, will therefore be of some public interest just

now. It is generally admitted by European engi

neers that although iron-clad gunboats were first

brought practically into use during the Crimean war,

the late Robert L. Stevens and E. A. Stevens, of Ho

boken, N. Y., were the inventors of them. Vessels

protected with angulated iron plates were proposed by

them as early as 1816, and for coast and harbor de

fense a description of such vessels was afterward sub

mitted to a Government board, consisting of Commo

dores Stewart and Perry and Colonels Thair and

Mi.
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Totten, in 1841. It was stated in the document

proposing the construction of such a vessel for

the defense of New York, that plates of iron four

inches in thickness were equal to five feet four inches

of oak in resisting a ball at point-blank distance;

and with the guns then in use it was supposed that

none of their shot could

penetrate a vessel clad

with such armor. In

1843, a contract was

formed between our Gov

ernment and Messrs. Ste

vens for the construction

of such a floating battery,

and $500,000 was fur

nished by Government

and expended on the bat

tery now at Hoboken.

During the Crimean war

in 1855 it was found that

wooden steam frigates

were totally useless in

attacking granite case

mated forts defended by

big guns firing shells. An

application of Stevens's

invention was suggested,

and several iron-clad gun

boats were then built for

the French and English

navies. A few of these

were employed at the siege

of Kinburn and were de

cldedly successful. This

led the Emperor of France

to extend the application

of iron plates to one of his

large frigates——La Gloire

--which was completed

three years ago, and was

the first regular_iron-clad

war ship ever built. Since

then several have been

constructed for the French

and English navies—the

American invention hav

ing thus been first carried

into practical use in Eu

rope. The first American

iron-clad boats were those

that were built for the

Western rivers in the win

ter of 1861 and 1862, and

which have been very ser

viceable on several occa

sions. The next was the

fllonilor, and now we have

a considerable fleet of

iron-clads in commission and a large number more

in the course of construction. The Ironsides, built

at Philadelphia, and the Roanoke, which is now

being completed in this city, are the only iron

clad frigates belonging to our navy that may be

justly called “ sea-boats "-—all the other iron-clads

are floating coast batteries and river boats. We

will now refer to the claims of Thomas Gregg. An

illustrated description of his iron-clad vessel was

given on page 352, Vol. VI (new series), of the Scum

r1r1c Ansn10.ur. It is there stated that specifications

and drawings of his iron-clad boat were filed in the

Patent Otfice 48 years ago—l8l5—-which ante-dates

the claims of Messrs. Ste vens's invention by one year.
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ners' gold size and turpentine, are the best ; the

paints sold in tubes will be found convenient, copal

varnish and pale drying oil being used as a vehicle.

Young persons who can draw, and are in want of a

little occupation, either for amusement or as a means

of income, can now from these hints turn their atten

tion to transparent painting ; and there are too many

ugly back windows to hide in every town for them to

fear any lack of employment.-Septimus Piesse.

-

Production of Copper.

The following extracts are from the Lake Superior

Miner:

“In 1830, the total productions of the copper

mines of the world was about 23,500 tuns of metal,

and of this amount Great Britain produced 13,200,

or more than 50 per cent of the whole, while the

United States and Canada furnished but 50 tuns or

two-tenths of one per cent. The Russian Empire

then produced nearly 4,000 tuns; the Austrian Em

pire 2,150 tuns; the whole of Asia some 2,500 tuns.

In 1853, twenty-three years later, Britain had only

increased her annual product to 14,500 tuns, her per

centage of the whole amount receeding to 26; while

Chili, in South America, which in 1830 only yielded

200 tuns, had raised her product to 14,000 tuns, or

over 25 per cent of the total production. From that

period forward to the present time, the copper pro

duction of the Chilian mines, we believe, exceeded

those of any other country; the value of their ex

ports in that metal alone amounting to $10,760,000

in 1857, while the value of British mine products for

the same year was worth about $9,500,000. The

tussians had increased the yield of their mines to

6,500 or 113 per cent of the whole; the Austrians to

3,300 tuns, or 6 per cent; the whole of Asia only

3,000 tuns, or 53 per cent; while the United States

and Canadas raised that year 2,000 tuns, over 33 per

cent of the total products for that year, which were

about 55,700 tuns; Australia and New Zealand pro

duced about 8,000 tuns; Cuba, 850 tuns; Scandinavia,

2,000; the German States, 1,450 tuns, and the rest of

Europe, exclusive of the countries above-named,

1,000 tuns.

“During the past ten years the mines of Lake Su

perior have probably increased their production

more rapidly than those of any other country, the

exports for 1861–7,500 tuns of metal—being about

twelve times greater than those of 1851. That our

ratio of increase in the coming ten years will be as

great should not probably be expected, as that would

amount to 90,000; more by at least 40 per cent than

the present product of the world's mines. Of the 80

miles of copper range east of us, and 40 to 50 miles

west, comparatively few mining properties have yet

been explored.”

To Cure Bacon.

The following method of curing bacon in England

is described by a correspondent of the London

Grocer:

“The general custom in the eastern and midland

counties is to remove the hair and bristles, &c., by

immersing the animal (after it is slaughtered) in a tub

of scalding water, when the impurities are readily

removed. The system of scorching the pigs first,

and afterward using hot water, has been adopted by

several individuals for many years. The dead pig is

covered with loose straw, which is set on fire, and

the hide is slightly scorched; it is afterward im

mersed in hot water and scraped. The bacon pre

pared in this way has a peculiar flavor, and is much

preferred by some; but the practice is rarely adopted

on account of the trouble.’’

-

Such are the facts in relation to the history of iron

clad vessels, so far as we understand them.

Hooping Cough.

At this season of the year hooping cough more or

less makes its appearance in parts of a large city

like this, and many people are at very great efforts

to keep their children out of its reach. If one-half

the pains were taken to carry them successfully and

wisely through it, that there are to prevent the in

fection of it reaching them, it would no doubt be

found that in the great majority of cases the hooping

cough is the means of conferring an actual constitu

tional benefit, so that the child will come out of it

stronger and better in health, and with more fully

developed lungs than before it was attacked. Even

as it is, the benefit to a family is on the average

much greater than the danger. Not above one in

twenty are supposed usually to die of this disease.

It may, however, be doubted if one ever dies of the
hooping cough, except by its producing some other

secondary affection, not a necessary part of it, but to

which there has been some constitutional tendency,

or which is the result of carelessness or accident.

In most of these cases fatal disease either would have

ensued without or might have been averted. The

disease itself seems to produce no necessary effect

upon the lungs at all traceable in dissection. The

coughing may and generally does produce more or

less inflammation, and this in turn mucus, and all

these things put together may in weakly children,

or where the symptoms are neglected, produce a

great number of ultimate evil consequences. But

the cough itself is strictly a spasmodic cough arising

from a convulsion of the nervous system, as decided

ly as laughing or crying, and it is not, like most

coughs, a convulsion caused by some inflammation

producing irritating effects, though often causing it.

It is a disease, therefore, throughout all its three

stages, whose bark is worse than its bite, if properly

watched. Indeed, it is only astonishing the amount

of suffering a child will go through from its par

oxysms one minute, and except fatigue, be perfectly

free from pain and all inflammatory symptoms the

next. Many children are even observed to have a

better appetite and finer spirits and general health,

even nearly all the time that the hooping cough is

upon them, than at any period of their lives.

Of course the strain of these paroxysms of itself,

apart from all the expectoration, makes a heavy

draft upon the constitution, and hence when the

child is weakly or debilitated by other sickness, care

should be taken to avoid exposure to it. Young in

fants, not knowing how to expectorate, should be

kept from the contagion. It is also preferable not

to have children take it in the Fall, as it is apt to

affect them all winter. But beyond that there is

no reason for taking pains to avoid it, wherechildren

are of proper age and in good health. On the con

trary, it is to be allowed to pass through the family,

not as a disease so much as something sent probably

to produce a higher development of health than

could be attained without it. Whether it is that it

takes from the system a certain lymphatic or other

peculiarity which, though desirable up to a certain

stage, it is now equally desirable to expel from the

system, or whether it is simply through the expan

sion of the lungs, occasioned by coughing, certain it

is that it often produces a marked constitutional im.

provement. If any person, child or adult, will but

-take a quill and draw a deep, full inspiration, so as

slowly to expand the lungs to the utmost, and re

peat this for five minutes daily, the chest will soon

measure four or five inches more in circumference,

and in proportion to the greater amount of oxygen

thus inhaled, the lungs will be kept freer from dis

ease, the amount of food digested will be increased,

and the vital energy, the real being and living power

of the individual, will be augmented. Hooping

cough, therefore, should be looked forward to, when

it comes into a family, as a messenger sent indeed to

make fresh demands upon parental care and watch

fulness of every symptom, but sent also to prepare

and as it were compel the child to expand its lungs

afresh and on a larger scale, on entering on a new

period of its existeneo, just as the cries of its earli

est infancy, are designed to give expansion to its

lungs at first-Philadelphia Leiper... " " " '"
. . . . . ~1-1 at a "" ("**** tower a 22 × 10 is "t.

Transparent Painting on Linen.

Very fine muslin is the best material for painting

upon; and before you begin to paint, a straining frame

must be made of beech or hard wood. It should con

sist of two upright bars, mortised at each end, with

holes into which top and bottom cross-bars, tenoned

at the sides, can slide, much after the same pattern

as the ordinary embroidery frame, but it is rarely re

quired larger than suitable for a window-blind.

Along the inner edge of the frame a strip of webbing

is permanently nailed, and to this the muslin must

be sewed before it is stretched. Having stretched the

muslin it is ready for the first preparation, which is

sizing. The best size is that made from parchment

cuttings; you must have a pitkin to hold about a

quart of water. Having cut up the parchment into

small strips, fill the pipkin with water and put them

to simmer but not to boil. When this operation has

gone on for a couple of hours you will have sufficient

size, which should be allowed to cool, and then you

will have a clear transparent jelly. Remove the

dregs from it and boil in a clean pipkin as much as

you will require; but recollect the more careful you

are in the preparation of the size, the better will be

the result of your workmanship.

After the muslin is sized it will be found to relax

in the frame and has therefore to be again fully tight

ened. A second or even a third coating of size is to

be applied when the former is dry and the muslin

again stretched if it slackens. After a couple of days

or more, when the size is quite hard, it must be

rubbed smooth with pumice-stone—a smooth face

may be obtained to the pumice-stone by grinding it

on a stone flag with water. This operation of

smoothing the size is very necessary, as the colors

take better to the material than when this process is

omitted. The muslin being now in a fit state to re

ceive the paint, the subject of the design must be

drawn upon it. In order to secure accuracy—for no

“rubbing out” can be effected on muslin—it is a

common practice to draw the intended outline first

upon cartridge paper with a bold stroke in ink, so

that when fixed to the back of the muslin with

threads it can be seen through the fabric, and the

picture be traced out on the muslin with a dark pen

cil. Another way of tracing a design is to employ

the pounce-bag and a perforated pattern; thus, for

instance, take a natural leaf, such as that of the vine

or ivy, lay it upon a strip of cartridge paper, then

perforate the paper all round the leaf with a pointer

or a thick needle fastened into a handle. On remov

ing the leaf a few perforations may be made to indi

cate the arteries. If several strips of paper are placed

under the leaf at once, repetitions of the designs can

be readily obtained.

The best pounce-bag is made of a couple of folds of

muslin tied up like a laundress's blue-bag and filled

with a finely-powdered charcoal. The perforated

paper patterns being placed on the muslin they are

then pounced over, when the charcoal dust falls

through the holes on to the muslin, and thus trans

fers the design of the leaf. If a border of leaves is

required, it is only necessary to repeat the same leaf,

but placed in different positions—now left, now right,

then overlapping each other. The same may also be

done with a butterfly or any similar object. Having

perforated the design of a bird on the wing, it will

not look like the same if its position is considerably

altered, now flying up in mid-air, now alighting on

to a bough, then descending; the subsequent coloring

of the leaves, birds and butterflies, being also modi

fied, changes their general appearance.

Many very elegant designs can be perforated by

folding the paper once, twice or four times; thus,

whatever pattern is perforated will then be repeated

through the other sections. In this way corners and

centers are formed. The design thus placed in out

line on the linen is now to be colored. We, of course,

presume that persons employing themselves thus

will have some knowledge of art, and it is now that

their taste can be displayed. The rules which govern

art are applicable to transparent painting, but our

observations are limited to the specialities required

to put it in practice. A fine sponge forms a good

tool to lay on the tints for clouds and sky or distant

hills, and coarse honey-comb sponge does well for

luxurious foliage, rocks, &c. Flat hog's-hair brushes,

the same as are used for oil painting, do admirably
for thiswork varnish color, mpered with japan

1 * * * * * , . . . . . . ** * ". * . . . . . . *4 I # * *
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SMoRING AND PHOTOGRAPIIY.—The Paris correspond

ent of the London Photographic News states that to

bacco-smoking in the room of a photographer, where

the pictures are developed, has an injurious effect.

He states that an artist in Paris attempted an instan

taneous process in the presence of several smoking

photographers, and every negative was “fogged.”

Next day he repeated the same process, after the room

had been thoroughly aired and ventilated, and the

images came out perfect. Numerous facts serve to

prove the truth of these observations; and photo

graphers who are in the habit of smoking in their

operating rooms may rest assured that this is the

cause of numerous inexplicable failures.
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larger size, the articles and fabrics to be operated

upon are placed in a suitable vessel and the benzine

is allowed to flow into the vessel, and, after leaving

them in contact for several hours, the fluid is run off

and the articles and fabrics are squeezed so as to re

move a great portion of the benzine containing the

paint, tar, grease, oily or fatty matters in solution,

which is separated from the liquids by distillation in

a suitable vessel, and the benzine may thus be used

over again.

 

   

prices. As much as a dollar and a half per dozen is

given for full-grown lively toads, which are generally

imported from France, where they have also been in

use for a long time in an insectivorous way.

  

Cultivation of Tobacco.

The following is from the OalUorm'a Farmer by a

contributor who has had an experience of several

years in the cultivation of tobacco :

‘~' In order to grow strong tobacco plants the ground

must be well prepared and worked very fine. In pre

paring the seed-bed I have found that the best way

is to light a large fire on the ground ; the soil is thus

rendered loose and friable, and is easily reduced very

fine. If it is not convenient to make a fire, mix the

earth with a large dose of wood-ashes and small

charred dust. By this means the ground becomes so

loose that, when the plants are ready for transplant

ing, a good sprinkling from the garden-pot will make

the ground so soft that each plant will bring with it

a small ball of earth, which almost insures the plant's

growing, and it must be borne in mind that young

tobacco plants require very careful handling. It is

better to have a large shallow basket or box to carry

the plants in when transplanting, as by this means

the plants do not loose the ball of earth or get bruised

so much as if taken in the hand.

“The seed-bed being made fine with the rake, take

the seed and mix it well with ten times (by bulk) as

much fine earth and ashes. This enables you to sow

the seed so thin that in drawing the larger plants

you do not disturb the smaller ones.

‘‘ The ground being prepared and the seed well

mixed as directed, proceed to sow, taking care to

scatter the seed as equally as possible. Do not rake

in the seed, but give the bed a slight beating with

the back of the spade, and see that the earth does

not rise with the spade. Let the seed-bed be in a

sheltered situation. When the plants are about the

size cabbage plants usually are at transplanting,

operations may commence, making choice of a cloudy

or even a rainy day for the business. The ground

for the crop must be well worked and well manured

with decayed manure; and it is better to have two

shingles or other pieces of timber about six feet high,

to stick on end in the ground, meeting over the

plant so as to protect it from being scorched with the

noon-day sun or nipped with the morning's frost.

A light, sandy soil suits the tobacco well, if well

worked and manured. In another communication I

will explain the summer culture and gathering."

An old tcbacconist of Sacramento informs the Bee

that all the California tobacco he has seen has been

spoiled in curing. It is cured in houses which are so

hot that the leaf is burned and destroyed. The en

tire substance is taken out of it, and nothing but the

coarse vegetable matter left, without any or scarcely

any of the qualities of the plant. And this, he says,

must ever be the result while the leaf is dried as it

has been here. He proposes that it be dried under

trees, through whose branches the sun does not pene

trate and through which the air can freely circulate,

in order that the leaf may not be bleached of all its

properties.

_____“.,_--_-—_

Applications of Benzine.

Bonzine is applicable to a great many useful pur

poses. It is the product of the naphtha of distilled

coal tar, and its uses were first most clearly described

ina patent granted in l853 to F. Crace Calvert,

the eminent English chemist. The method of pre

paring it is described as follows :-Take limpid coal

naphtha and put a suitable quantity to be treated in

a leaden or stoneware vessel. To this add small

quantities of sulphuric acid until it ceases to produce

coloration. The quantity of acid required therefore

varies with the relative purity of the naphtha.

The naphtha so treated is next washed with water

containing a small quantity of alkali dissolved in it ;

then it is distilled in a common still. These oper

ations, if repeated two or three times, will produce

very pure benzine. In order to obtain benzine, not

perfectly pure but suitable for most purposes, it is

only necessary to distil common naphtha at a tem

perature of 2120 Fah.—that of boiling water.

Benzine is useful for the removal of spots and

stains caused by fatty or oily matters, tar, paint,

wax or resin from cotton, woolen, silk and other

fabrics ; and owing to its great volatility no mark or

permanent odor remains on the fabrics operated upon.

It also removes fatty or oily matters from hair, furs,

feathers and wools and other articles made of leather, system of culture, slugs and other insects are very

hair, fur and wool. It is applied to articles of small formidable foes, and to destroy them, toads have

size by rubbing them with it; but, for things of as been found so useful as to be purchased at high

 

Oinchona-Quinine.

The cinchona or Peruvian bark is obtained from

shrubs and trees in South America, and it is one of

the most important medicines in use for intermit

tent fevers and agues.

The genus cinchona belong to the same natural or

der (Ginchcnacew) which embraces the coffee plant. The

plants of this genus are natives of the intertropicai

valleys of the Andes, and are found principally on

the eastern face of the Cordilieras, growing com

monly at hights varying from about 4,000 to nearly

12,000 feet above the level of the sea. The cinchona

region extends from Santa Cruz de la Sierra, in

Bolivia, through Peru and Columbia, nearly to

Caracas The plants exist both as small shrubs and

large forest trees, with evergreen leaves and com

monly showy flowers. They require great moisture,

and a mean temperature of about 62°. The most

important varieties of it are crown bark, silver bark,

yellow bark and red bark. The name cinchona was

given to the genus by Linnaeus, in compliment to the

Countess of Cinchon, whose husband was the Viceroy

of Peru. She had derived great benefit from the

bark during her residence in South America, and on

her return to Europe, in 1639, she brought with her

several specimens.

was first made known in Europe by the Jesuits.

Whole forests of the cinchona have been destroyed

to obtain the bark, without their places being at

tempted to be supplied, and fears have been enter

 

Furs.

It is said that London is the fur mart of the world,

although the climate of England is such that furs are

but little used there. Russian sable is the most valu

able of all furs, and the skins are exceedingly scarce.

According to the latest statistics, only twenty-five

thousand of them were produced in the Czar’s do

minions. The prices paid for them are enormous.

The sable for lining one of the emperor’s cloaks, ex

hibited at the World’s Fair in 1851, was valued at

five thousand dollars. One kind of the Russian sable

is called silver sable, on account of the long white

hairs which are conspicuously mingled with the dark

brown, which is its risual color. This commands a

very high price, partly from its rarity and partly be

cause it cannot be imitated as readily as the brown.

The peculiarity of this fur is its great softness and

the length and heaviness of the hair. The ermine

has a value of its own from its delicacy and beauty,

although it is not so expensive as the Hudson Bay

sable, which ranks next to Russian. As the Hudson

Bay Company get their skins very far north they

are often very nearly equal in elegance to the

Russian, although they cost rather less than half the

amount. The American sable is got south of the

dominions of the Hudson Bay Company. It stands

third in the list of furs. Next are the mink and the

stone-martin. For the last few years fashion has

given a value to the mink which it formerly gave to

the stone-martin. It has no equal for durability and

in appearance is sutficiently elegant for all ordinary

purposes. It varies very much in quality. The

most valuable skins have long dark hair and are

quite soft. French sable means any very inferior fur

dyed to imitate a valuable one. The Siberian squir

rels are much used, and are just as useful for warmth

and fully as durable as any other. For sleigh robes

the black bear is highly valued. The white fox and

the black fox, which is a Canadian fur, are highly

valued in Europe. Raccoon skins and muskrat are

commonly used and answer very well, but are not as

comfortable as those which have longer and heavier

fur. The old Buffalo robe is still useful in its place.

began to cultivate it in the Neilgherry hills, in the

East Indies. Several plantations of it have been laid

out, and 72,600 plants have been placed in them.

Peruvian bark was used in a state of powder for

medicine-chiefly as if tonic-—tiii 1820, when Pelle

tier, a French chemist, obtained from it the stimula

ting principle with sulphuric acid, forming a salt

called the sulphate of quinine, in which condition it

is now used. Eight grains of the sulphate of quinine

produces an efiect upon the human system equal to

one ounce of the bark. Quinia wine is chiefly used in

Italy for fever and ague, it consists of a mixture of

the sulphate of quinine with weak wine.
 

The Mortality and Sickness of the Army.

Mr. Elliott, Actuary of the Sanitary Commission,

inc, preliminary report on the mortality and sick

ness of the volunteers, estimates that the number of

deaths in the volunteer forces of the United States

during the war (“homo guards" and other bodies

not in active service being excluded) has been at

the annual rate of fifty-three per thousand men, of

which about forty-four were from diseases and acci

dents, and nearly nine from wounds received in action.

Assuming the same rate of mortality for those dis

charged and deserted, and the annual rate of deaths

is about sixty-five per thousand. The rate of mortality

for the autumnal months is twice nearly that for the

summer months, and the winter nearly double that

of autumn. The mortality in the armies of the West

is three times as great as that in the volunteers of

the Eastern and Middle States. The deaths from

wounds are five times as great in the Western army.

To supply losses among the enlisted men in our

Eastern armies requires recruits at the rate of nine

teen per 1,000 per month, or 226 per 1,000 per an

num. To supply such losses in our Western armies

‘requires recruits at the rate of nearly twenty per

1,000 per month, or 234 per 1,000 per annum. The

number of desertions from the Eastern army is double

that from the Western army. To secure in the field

a constant force of 500,000 effective men, recruits are

required of 123,000 men per annum, as long as the

war lasts, besides maintaining 58,000 in hospitals.

Of these 123,000 annual recruits, 88,000 are to sup

ply losses by death and discharges from service (ox

clusive of discharges for expiration of term of enlist

ment); 34,000 for desertion and missing in action;

and 6,000 to supply other losses specified and un

specified.

 

Curious Importations.

Butcher Birds.--Many years ago, when rice was dear

in Eastern China, efforts were made to bring it from

Luzon, where it was abundant. At Manilla there

was, however, passed a singular law, to the efiect

that no vessel for China. should be allowed to load

with rice, unless it brought to Manilia a certain num

ber of cages full of the little “butcher birds," well

known to ornithologists. The reason for this most

eccentric regulation simply was that the rice in Lu

zon suffered much from locusts, and these locusts

were destroyed in great numbers by butcher birds.

Sparrows.—A somewhat similar business is carried

on between England and New Zealand. This latter

country, at particular seasons, is invaded by armies

of caterpillars, which clear off the grain crops as

completely as if mowed down by a scythe. With the

view of counteracting this plague, a novel importa

tion has been made. Mr. Brodie has shipped 300

sparrows on board the ship Swordfish, carefully select

ed from the hedge-rows in England. Their food

alone, he informs us, cost £18. This sparrow ques

tion has been a long standing joke in Auckland, but

the necessity of farmers having small birds to keep

down the grubs is admitted on all sides. There is

no security in New Zealand against the invasion of

myriads of caterpillars, which devastate the crops.

fbads.—The most singular branch of such traflic is

the toad-trade. On some of the market gardens near

London, as many as five crops are raised in one year,

the principle object being, however, to raise the finest

possible specimens for high prices. Under such a

 

Vicr: versus Vurrul-:.--Vice is concealed by wealth,

and virtue by poverty.

o

The medicinal use of the bark .

 

tained that it would soon be exterminated. Acting Iflq

upon this idea, some English capitalists have lately‘ ""   
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A LECTURE ON THE IRON NAVY OF GREAT

BRITAIN.

 

The following are extracts from a lecture lately de

livered on the above-named subject by J . Scott Rus

sell, Esq., before the Leeds (England) Philosophical

and Literary Society.

Mr. Russell stated he was not sure that they had

’a fleet capable of protecting their commerce from

clever, smart, well-handled, and fast pirates like

the Alabama. The first question was, were wooden

ships-of war worth anything for purposes of war

fare? Sir John 0. Bay, the chairman of the com

mittee appointed by Government to make experi

ments on the effects of artillery upon iron armor,

uttered this fatal sentence upon wooden fleets :—

“ The man who goes into action in a wooden ship is

a fool, and the man who sends him there is a vil

lain. The worthlcssness of wood ships came from

their combustible nature, and arose mainly from the

invention in modern times of horizontal shell firing,

which could be discharged with tolerable certainty

at distances of two, three, four, and even five miles.

They could, however, make iron ships incombustible.

A plate an inch thick had ‘been found to take the

sting out of a shell altogether. A cast-iron shell

eight inches in diameter, weighing 68 lbs., and fired

with a charge of some 16 lbs. of powder, at a dis

tance of from 200 to 500 yards, would be carried

with a velocity of 1,600 feet a second, and the ques

tion was, how to stop it? Many theories had been

proposed to stop the shell by coaxing, that was, by

pieces of india-rubber, by bales of cotton, blankets,

and other mollifying substances, but it had been

proved that nothing would induce it to stop but pre

senting another piece of iron as strong or stronger

than itself ; and therefore to stop a 68 lb. shell they

must take so thick a plate of iron that the piece

struck by it should weigh more than 68 lbs. It was

then a question of strength—if there was a certain

quantity more of iron in the plate than in the shell,

the plate had it, and vice cena, but if the plate were

hit three or four times in the same place it would

probably give way. Mr. Whitworth had been en

abled with his cylindrical shot, under peculiarly fa

vorable circumstances, just to punch through an iron

plate of 4} inches. Of all the hundreds of shots

fired in action, very few would have similar fortu

nate circumstances, and they might, therefore, com

fort themselves with the feeling that at present 4}

inch iron plates were practically shell-proof. When

4} inches were penetrated by ordinary guns, they

must make thicker armor, and to carry it they must

build bigger ships, or limit the battery to a smaller

portion of the ship.

The first case which came to their knowledge of

the destruction of a wooden fleet by horizontal shell

firing was the destruction by the Russians of the

Turkish fleet at Sinope. During the same war, Louis

Napoleon got his iron-plated ships into the Black

Sea before England, and had the opportunity of

practically testing them. He was enabled to capture

Kinburn, and it was afterwards found that in no one

place had the shot from the fortress penetrated the

armor of the two ships engaged in bombarding it.

Immediately after this experience, Napoleon made

up his mind to have armor-plated ships, ceased spend

ing money upon wooden ships, saved that money

until he perfected his design, and the consequence

was that he had got an iron fleet before we knew any

thing about it. What did we in England do? No

sooner was this found out than they set to work

building wooden ships as fast as possible, and the

sum expénded in this way since Napoleon began sav

ing his money was 29 millions odd. (Laughten) A

list of the “magnificent fleet which now defends

England" had been recently published, and it

amounted to l,0l4 ships of war. This was a very

formidable inventory, but he could give them a sim

ple analysis of the number. Of these 1,014, there

were of wooden ships 1,0l0—(laughter)—of fast iron

ships, two; and of slow iron ships, two, This was

what they now had for the 29 or 30 millions expend

ed since the discovery that wooden ships were inca

pubic of sustaining horizontal shell firing. There

was happily promise of better for the future. They

were now constructing of the Warrior class four, of

the slow class four, and of wooden ships coated with

H

ject. The country was spending ten millions a year

upon the navy, which was equal to a fleet of ten

Warriors. A fleet of twenty Warriors would be more

powerful than the whole of the 1,010 wooden ships

put together—it would be maintained at a quarter of

the cost of the wooden ships ; and he would go fur

ther, and say that three fleets of twenty Warriors

could be maintained for an annual expenditure of

little more than half of the ten millions now ex

pended on the navy. They would naturally ask how

this was to be accomplished? He replied, they

should order the Admiralty to go out of business as

manufacturers. They had turned them out of busi

ness in one department—the manufacture of marine

steam engines—and the economy had been enormous.

The French have now six lron-clad frigates afloat;

England, four; the former has ten building and the

latter about the same number. For armor plates the

finer kind of iron was not suitable, that required

being a very cohesive metal, which would yield a lit

tie to the blow. He saw that day, in one of their

own manfactorles, some enormous machinery being

prepared for the manufacture of these iron plates.

If a five-inch plate were penetrated, they would make

a six-inch plate, and by-and-bye a twelve-inch plate,

and when it became known that what was wanted

was a tough and plastic iron, they would obtain as

much of the proper quality as they wanted. He

thought no large war-ship should be built which was

unable to carry coals for a voyage of 5,000 miles.

The opinions of J . Scott Russell are entirely op

posed to those put forth by Mr. Wells, Secretary of

the U. S. Navy, respecting Government engineering

establishments. His statements deserve much can

did consideration.
 

Tho Calorific Effect of Silicious Sand in the Boiling

of Water and Generation of Steam.

The following is a communication from the pen of

Calvin Pepper, Esq., of Albany, N. Y. ; the conclu

sion of the article, together with some editorial com

ments on the same, will be published in our next

number :—

The subject of facilitating and economizing the

boiling of water and the generation of storm by sim

ply placing pure silicious sand in the vessel contain

ing the water, from recent experiments made and

now being further prosecuted with all diligence, is

replete with interest and practical importance. In

‘view of these experiments I am already warranted in

saying that with any vcssol—however large, not

less than two inches in diameter, and not containing

less than one gallon of water, admitting two inches

in depth of sand—I will boil water in any given quan

tity, and convert it into steam in one-third less time

and with one-third less expenditure of fuel, by the

use of sand than without it ; all other circumstances

being equal.

The following experiments are sufiiciently illustra

tive to serve as a text for the brief exposition which

follows, and to prove suggestive of explicit inquiry

and experiment on the part of your intelligent and

scientific readers. The vessels used in all these ex.

periments were two ordinary tin cylinders of like

make, ten inches in diameter, with copper-pit bot

toms, each capable of holding three gallons of water.

In the pit of one was placed a pint and a half of sand,

covered over with fine wire gauze, to hold the sand

in its place and yet permit free circulation of the

water from above through the meshes into and out of

the sand. This addition of sand to one of the ves

sels was the only difference between the two. The

sand used was of mimimum quality :—

The undersigned made the following experiments with

C. Pepper's silica attachment for boiling water, gen_er

ating steam, &c., as very readily and very simply agphed

by him to any vessel containing water to be place_ over

any fire. Two ordinary vessels in all respects sinnlar,

with the only difference that the one contamed the silica

in the water and the other not, and each eontaming six

quarts of cold water, were placed upon the tire range, side

by side, at the same time,and changed—the one in the ex

act place of the other_every two minutes, so that the

conditions of heat, as applied to the two _vessels_, should be

made as e ual as possi e. The water in the silica vessel

was boile in 13 minutes, and in the vessel without the

silica it required 23 minutes. One gallon of hot water was

then removed from each vessel and replaced with a gallon

of cold water, and the same quantity of potatoes placed

in each at the same time. Again the water was much the

soonest boiled in the silica vessel, and it re uircd but

18 minutes to boil the potatoes lit for the ta lo in that

vessel, and 29 minutes in the other vessel. _ The ves

sel with the silica maintained its superiority in heatmg,

lron ten. He thought this was a very serious sub- boiling and cooking in the above relative proportions

 

lthrou hout, and in ever stage of the experiments. The

cxper men": were per ormcd with the utmost care and

circurnaper-lion at the Delavan liouse, Albany, N. Y.,

July 28, lHI;2.

' Wu. lines, Steward of Dclavan House, Albany.

 

The followin tests were made at the store of Fuller,

Warren dc (‘o., roy, on one of l’. i’. Stewart's stoves, July

31, lR6‘Z. The vcascl tried as an experiment had. as near

as l conidjudge, one pint and a half oiaand at the bottom,

covered Willi brass wire gauze. _ J. A. l.Awso.\'.

i-‘irst, At ‘M. l7m. each vessel, containing four quarts of

water, was placed on the Move without any cover or lid,

changing the position of the vessels every two minutes.

At 2h. 36m, the vessel with and boiled; at ‘lh. “m. the

vessel without sand boiled. Second, At 2h. 45m. two

quarts of cold water were added to each; and at 2h. 5lm.

he water boiled in the sand vessel, and at 2h. 69m. in the

other vessel. Third, At 3h. 12m. two quarts of water

were taken out and two quarts of cold water put in-the

vessels being this time covered ; at 3h. lGm. the vessel

with nnd boiled, and at 3h. 22m. the vessel without the

sand. Fourth, At 3h. 23m. two quarts were added to each

vessel; at 3h. 27m. the water boiled in the sand vessel,

and 3h. ‘Don. in the other. Fifth, At 8h. 30m. two quarts

were taken out of each vessel, and two quarts of cold

water added; at 3h. 32m. the water in the sand vessel

boiled, and at 3):. 35m. the water in the vessel without the

sand boiled. Sixth, At 3h. 37m. four quarts were taken

out and one gallon of cold water added. The water in the

sand vessel boiled in one minute, and that in the vessel

without sand in three minutes. Seventh, At Sh. Hm. one

gallon of water was added, and at 3h. 48m. the water in

the sand vessel boiled, and at 3h. 50m. that in the vessel

without sand boiled. lbcileve the above experiments

were fairly made, and the results,» stated, seem un

deniable. I'. P. Srzwaar.

In the application of the sand it should be ob

served :—

First : The sand must be pure silica. No other sub

stance can supply its place or possess the same or

equal heating properties in common. Earths soluble

in water, as clay, marl and dirt, become plastic and

impervious to water and heat, the injurious effects of

which are well known.

Second: The sand must be placed next the fire,

with but the metal intervening, or, in other words,

the sand must beat the water and not the water heat

the sand. It will not do to suspend the sand in the

water, or have it remote without continuity from the

source of heat, or its direct application, or where it

cannot be readily raised to 2129 of temperature.

Third : There may be excess of sand as of metal,

abstracting heat without rendering back that which

would otherwise be applied to the water. A little

practical knowledge will always avoid that error.

Fourth : if the sand surface be small, or the space

filled in with the sand narrow and of much depth, as,

for example, between the outside and inside fire-boxes

of 8 locomotive engine, there may be such rapid gen

eration of steam as to prevent the water from cir

culating from above down through the sand, but this

can always be remedied, and the circulation actually

increased in force and completeness, by having water

rise from the bottom of the sand by hydrostatic press.

ure upwards, acting in conjunction with the force of

the steam.

(To be continued.)

 

APPLICATIONS FOR THE EXTENSION OF

PATENTS.

The following persons have applied to the Commis

sioner of Patents for the extension of their patents

for a term of seven years :

Melhod of Insuring the Adion of the Valva of Direct

action Pumping Engr'ncs.—Henry It. Worthington and

William H. Baker, of Brooklyn, N. Y., obtained a

patent on April 3, 1849, for a method of insuring the

action of the valves of direct-action pumping engines.

The said H. R. Worthington and Adelia C. Millar

(executrix of W. H. Baker), of Fruit Hill, It. 1., now

pray for the extension of the patent. The testimony

will close on March 2d, and the petition will be heard

at the Patent Otfice on the 16th of that month.

Toolfor Attaching Tubes to .Bm'lerr.—Thomas Presser,

of New York, obtained a patent on April 17, 1849,

for an improved tool for attaching tubes to boilers.

The testimony will close on March 16th, and the

petition will be heard at the Patent Oflice on the 30th

of that month.

Persons who wish to oppose the extension of these

patents should attend to it without delay. Copies of

the claims in each case will be promptly forwarded

from the Scientific American Patent Agency upon the

receipt of $1.

 

 

Tarroca is the gum or sediment of the juice of the

Mandioca plant, found in Brazil. The juice is ob

tained from the tubers which are about afoot in

length and resemble sweet potatoes.
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The Sources and Geology of Petroleum.

Msssss. Em-roas :—On page 54, present volume of

the Sorsrrrrrrc Ansnrcarr, there is a highly interesting

article from the pen of one of your correspondents

(E. G- Kelley), on the subject of petroleum; but it

contains some statements and opinions which, with

due regard to true geological science, we cannot let

go unquestioned and uncontradicted.

In the paragraph explaining the chemical formula

of the change or degradation from woody structure

to coal, E. G. K. asserts that petroleum comes from

coal. If he means that, in some other portion of the

globe than the United States and Canada, petroleum

may be the result of a chemical change from coal,

we shall not take a “a lance" against him; but in

the North American continent it is not so. On the

contrary, all the rock-oil which is of any economic

value has its source in rock whose geological position

is many thousand, probably not less than 5,000 feet

below the coal-bearing strata. I do not mean to be

understood that this great number of feet intervene

between the oil-bearing strata and the coal-bearing

at any one point, but that this is about the maximum

thickness of the strata when measured in those 10

calities where they are best developed.

Again, in the last paragraph but one from the bot

tom in the middle column, he says that “ carbureted

hydrogen, carbonic acid and olefiant gas are being

constantly generated wherever mineral coal exists in

large beds, and when condensed produce petroleum."

We admit the formation of the gases, but deny that

of petroleum as a geological fact. From the anthra

cite of Pennsylvania, through the soft coals of the

same State, Virginia, Maryland, Ohio, Kentucky,

Illinois and Iowa, there are no petroleum springs in

the coa1—-no signs of any such condensation, either

now existing or ever having existed in previous ages.

The coal comes from the mine as dry of oil as if no

rock-oil were known in the world. Why should it

not? The oil is the product of Dame Nature in her

chemical laboratory from material (waste stock we

once would have called it) produced millions of

years, if not ages, before coal plants had been created.

(This remark relates to the Silurian and not Devo

nian strata. In the latter many land plants have been

found, 106 species in all, enough to show that there

were large continental areas, and enough to form

extensive beds of coal, but not in the region of the

oil wells of North America.) It may be objected to

this statement of fact of dry coal, that the oil has

dripped through the intervening strata into the oil:

bearing which lies below. To this we say that each

coal bed has, immediately below it, a water-proof

layer of clay, more or less thick, which must have

held the oil if any had been formed. Again, in Ohio,

Canada and Illinois, petroleum is found where no

coal was ever made.

One can sit down in alaboratory, fill his flask with

bog-head, light his lamp, witness the vapors slowly

rise through the neck, go over through the connect

ing glass tube with the condenser and from thence

issue as oil. It is a very beautiful experiment, very

convincing that oil is the product of coal in the

laboratory, but not as a necessary consequence in

nature. Nature and man work differently to accom

plish the same ends. Man's method of producing

oil from coal, which was once woody fiber, is by de

structive distillation. Nature's method is to build

up by living forces the elements of hydrogen, carbon

and nitrogen into organizations either of vegetable

or animal, and then by degradation of the organism

after death to bring forth these elements into new

compounds and forms, not organic, for compounds

are simpler than organisms. The Devonian seas

swarmed with multitudes of organisms, both of vege

table and animal, much as the present seas do, if we

may so judge from petrifactions in the rocks. Here

was abundant material for the chemical degradation

of structure into oil. The soft porous sandstones of

Pennsylvania, the softer slates of Canada and the

open limestone of Chicago were the store-houses

the vats to hold the oil. The lard oil from Cincin

nati as truly represents the organization of the hog

as the lard, the ham, the bristles, or even the skele

ton. Geologically, we should say, coal is the chem

ical product of the Carboniferous age, and oil is the

chemical product of the Devonian age.

In the latter part of the same paragraph the

writer says “ the oil-springs are found in districts

where the strata have been thrown up, causing caves

and fissures, which are filled with the condensed

vapors under pressure that are constantly being gen

erated from the coal beds." It‘ the writer has visited

the regions where oil is “ struck,” he has not read the

origin of the valleys and hills with true geological

eyes; and if he has not, this information as to the

strata is wide of the truth. From the Adirondac

mountains in Essex county, N. Y., traveling in a

south-westerly direction to the city of Pittsburgh in

Pennsylvania, one passes over all the rocks contain

ing organic remains, from the early oceans stocked

with life to the carboniferous continent producing

land plants and consequently coal. In all that dis

tance the rocks lie smoothly, not disturbed, gently

dipping towards the south-west, never thrown up

nor convulsed. The same can be said of Canada and

all the North-west States containing coal. It is in

the anthracite where the rocks have been thrown up;

but there, who has ever “struck oil ?" The fact is,

in New York State and Pennsylvania, to the north

of the oil wells, the rock which yields the oil can be

seen coming to the surface. In the city of Chicago

it is quarried and builded into churches, when the

prophecy is literally fulfilled, “the rocks shall flow

with oil." The same can be done in Ohio, Virginia

and Canada. We shall arrive at truth when we

leave speculations and confine ourselves to facts.

One kind of rock gives us magnetic ore, another

dye-stone ore, another gold, another lead, another

coal, and another oil. It is our business to ascertain

which rock is the parent of its peculiar mineral, and

not to speculate whether one may not be the product

of another. The importance of this statement cannot

beover-rated. if a man believes from theory that

hematite ore is the decomposition of magnetic, he

will spend his money vainly in searching in the primi

tive. Thousands of dollars have been thus lost.

And if a man is led by theory to believe that oil is

the cduct of coal, he may be disappointed in boring

and spend his money in vain, During the oil mania

how many were thus disappointed! How many re

turned to their homes disbelievers in the science of

geology and pronounced it all a humbug ! Had they

not humbugged themselves?

We have in the last paragraph of the same column

a specimen of the same kind of reasoning from as

sumed premises and inferences from false theories.

The writer says :—“ The process of condensing and

hardening the softer coals is still going on in the

earth (over 100,000 square miles) ; in the ages to come

it will approximate the anthracite; hence, the sup

ply of petroleum will not soon be exhausted." If

the theory were correct, the inference would be true,

of course, and oil-spring owners might take courage.

But, suppose oil does not come from the condensa

tion of coal. What then ? Oil w.'ells do fall; this is

too apparent. They fail in Canada, iii Ohio, in Vir

ginia, in Pennsylvania—everywhere. Others may

fail. It may not be true, even, that the softer coals

are condensing. What then i’ Why, the whole theory

falls to the ground, inferences and all. S.

 

Our Coast Defenses.

Msssas. Emroas:-The question is often asked

“ Should foreign nations interfere in our deplorable

civil war, are our fortifications on the sea-coast sulfi

cient to protect us i" In the present condition of

affairs our forts would hardly be strong enough to

protect us sufficiently well; but with the improve

meats and additions proposed by Col. Jos. G. Totten

we could withstand the most powerful force which

any of the nations of Europe could bring against us ;

in proof of this assertion allow me to present to the

readers of the Sclssrirlo Amrcau the following

statements :—

We have for the defense of our sea~coast, from

Passamaquoddy Bay to Cape Florida, forty-one old

forts and batteries (most of which have been repaired),

requiring 5,445 men to garrison them and an arma

ment of 1,097 guns ; we also have built four new for

tifications—-viz., Forts Hamilton, Lafayette, Wash

___d» we» --- I

ington and’ Macon—requiring a garrison of 1,870

men and an armament of 336 guns. There are about

twenty forts now under construction, which will re

quire 13,750 men and 2,750 guns. Besides all these

forts on our Atlantic seaboard, Col. Totten has pro

posed to construct some seventy additional forts,

which will require 32,600 men and 6,355 guns.

For the protection of the Gulf frontier, from Cape

Florida to Sabine Bay, we have nine old forts and

batteries, containing 69 guns and garrisoned by 350

men ; we have also built seven new fortifications, re

quiring a garrison of 3,060 men and an armament of

532 guns. There are three works under construction,

which will require 1,010 men and 193 guns. Besides

all these forts Col. Totten has proposed to construct

ten new forts, for which a garrison of 5,150 men and

928 guns will be necessary.

It will thus be seen that, if Col. Totten’s plans are

carried out, we shall have, in all, one hundred and

sixty-four (164) forts and batteries, garrisoned by an

army of 63,836 men and mounting 12,260 guns.

Thus far our forts have cost about $14,000,000;

$28,000,000 additional will be required to carry out

the plans of Col. Totten. It must be remembered

that these are all permanent forts, and these state

ments do not include the numerous field-works

already erected during the present civil war. The

term “guns” designates not only cannon, but also

mortars, howitzers, &c. The garrisons mentioned

are the war garrisons; and by reference to the ratio

betweeen guns and men it will be seen that five men

are allowed to each gun. The intelligent reader will

say that five men cannot serve a gun with ease ;

but in action it is very seldom that more than one

fourth of the guns are in use. Allowing one hun

dred rounds to each gun, there would be required

about 8,500,000 barrels of powder, at a total cost of

$1,700,000. POLYTECHNIO.

Philadelphia, Jan. 26, 1863.
 

An Electrical Phenomenon.

Mmsns. Enrrons :—Myself and brother were re

cently experimenting with two cells of Grovo's bat

tery ; in the experimenting we suspended two small

electro-magnets with vibrating armatures, &.c., by

two small brass chains with links like the figure

8. These chains formed part of the circuit for

the current, the balance being sent through about

20 feet of wound copper wire; we had sent a current

through probably a hundred times, successfully ac

complishing our desire, when, on closing the circuit,

the chains instantly parted and flew about the room

bursting into at least twenty pieces of from one to

a dozen or more links each; they being partially

straightened. We collected the pieces but could not

discover anything peculiar in their appearance; we

put them together and repeated the experiment

many times. Will some of your numerous readers

explain the phenomenon? C. P. S. W.

Springfield, Mass., Jan. 29, 1863.

 

A Yankee Postag stamp Canceler.

Msssas. Enrroas :—Your correspondents seem to be

making much unnecessary bother about the simple

matter of effectually canceling postage-stamps. Let

the mailing clerk place the letter upon some suitable

support, and a single stroke with a rasp or coarse

file will obliterate the stamp beyond restoration.

Here is an apparatus without patent or restriction,

as rapid and easy as stamping and as effectual as

annihilation ; but if “ red tape" must needs have a

machine for the purpose, it is an easy task to add as

many wheels, levers, springs, &c., as will satisfy the

most fastidious, though probably no such combina

tion could equal in celerity or efiiciency the simple

rasp now used for other purposes. Ysuxsa.

New Haven, Conn., Jan. 26, 1863.

 

 

Krrcnsn-Gaansss.—Before the era of kitchen-gen

dens, scurvy was one of the diseases by which the

English population was kept down. Cabbages were

notknown in England until the period of Henry

VIII. George I. was obliged to send to Holland to

procure a lettuce for his queen. The Egyptians

made a god of the cabbage, and the Greeks and Ro

mans took it as a remedy for the lauguor following

inebriation.

 
0->—--—-—

Asosa.—The beginning of anger is foolishness,

and its end is repentance.
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Railway Equipment

The locomotive engine seems in most cases to have

appropriated the above title, as if there was no other

equipment. The great field for improvement was, to

be sure, the machine department, a few years ago ;

but thanks to the skill and intelligence of that very

worthy class of men, the master mechanics, the le

comotive has made rapid strides towards perfection,

within adozen years past. Meanwhile, a department

not a whit less important has remained, not quite

perhaps at a stand-still, but far behind in the race of

improvement. We refer to the cars, both passenger

and freight. Whatever use there may be in weight

as an element of success in the engine, there can cer

tainly be no excuse for hauling fifty orahundred

tune in railway trains, in the shape of cars. Weight

here is not only of no use, but is one of the greatest

evils that the railway manager has to contend with.

We may improve the engine as much as we can, and

we may perfect the track to the utmost extent, and

yet if we leave the cars, which consume so large a

per-centage of the power applied, clumsy and heavy,

we still leave one of the most fruitful fields of rail

way economy uncultivated. The immense propor

tion of dead to paying loads hauled upon our rail

ways shows how very far from perfection we are yet

in the mechanical department. We might make

cars of iron and steel which would not weigh over

three-fourths of what our ordinary cars do now, and

which would be at the same time strong and durable.

The wheels, the trucks, and the body, are all suscep

tible of improvement; and if we could reduce the

dead weight twenty-five per cent. would it not be

worth while? We think it would. Much remains

also to be done in the warming and ventilating of

the passenger-cars. Among the various directions

in which the improvement in equipment is to be

made is a reduction of speed. Cars made to run

thirty miles per hour need to be much stronger than

those used to run only at fifteen miles per hour.

This, to be sure, dbes not come into the mechanical,

but into‘ the managing department. There is left,

however, a large field for improvement, which is the

business specially of the shops ; and that is the re

duction of weight, but not of strength, of the cars,

both passenger and freight.—Railway Times.

 

Hutton Trade of New York.

The following interesting extracts are from the

American Agricul(urr'sH—

“Few persons are aware of the extent to which

sheep are sold in this city. Including those received

at the four public market places and those sent

directly to butchers, an average of over 10,000 live

sheep per week were slaughtered in this city during

the past year. Besides these, there are at least 1,000

dressed carcasses received weekly. If the whole num

ber were driven in at one time, three abreast, allow

ing four feet of space for each sheep, the line would

extend from New York to Albany, a distance of over

one hundred and forty-five miles.

“Since the commencement of the war, the demand

for wool has so greatly increased that farmers are

adding largely to their flocks. They find that, with

the high prices of wool and the good demand for

lamb and mutton, sheep-raising is one of the most

profitable branches of farming, and they are now

holding back their stock. Prices vary somewhat

with the supply, but well-fed sheep, which will weigh

100 lbs. alive, have been selling at $5; a $6 per head,

for a month past ; they are now worth $6}. The rise

in wool has added largely to the value of pelts, mixed

lots of these selling at $2l each, and selected pelts at

$2} each.

“ in former years the thin ewes have been bought

up by farmers for store sheep, at $2; a $3 per head.

Of late this class has been mostly kept in the country.

Those sent to market have been bought up by

butchers at $3§ a $4 each. Contrasting with this

class are a limited number of extra large fat sbcep,

usually sent in about the holidays and sold at high

prices. A few have brought as high as $15 a $20

each. Three full-blooded Leicester sheep, from Cana

da, were recently sold to a butcher of this city for

$70. They dressed 471 lbs. The pelts would bring

$2} each, which would leave the cost of the mutton

a little over 12 cents per pound. In view of these

figures it is safe to advise the raising of more sheep

and fewer dogs.”

Jerusalem Underground’.

An account of Signor Pierotti's discoveries in the

subterranean topography of Jerusalem has been pub

lished. Employed by the Pasha as an engineer, he

has discovered that the modern city of Jerusalem

stands on several layers of ruined masonry, the under

rnost of which, composed of deeply-beveled and enor

mous stones, he attributes to the age of Solomon, the

next to that of Zorababel, the next to that of llerod,

the next to that of Justinian, and so on till the time

of the Saracens and Crusaders. He has traced aseries

of conduits and sewers leading from the “dome of

the rock," a mosque standing on the very site of the

altar of sacrifice in the Temple, to the Valley of Je

hosaphat, by means of which the priests were an

abled to flood the whole Temple area with water, and

thus carry all‘ the blood and offal of the sacrifices to

the brook Kedron.

The manner of I’ierotti‘s explorations was interest

ing :—He got an Arab to walk up through these im

mense sewers, ringing a bell and blowing a trumpet,

while he himself, by following the sound, was able to

trace the exact course they took. About two years ago

he accidentally discovered a fountain at the pool of

Bethesda, and on his opening it a copious stream of

water immediately began to flow, and has flowed ever

since. No one knows from whence it comes or

whither it goes. This caused the greatest excitement

amongst the Jews, who flocked in crowds to drink

and bathe themselves in it. They fancied it was one

of the signs of the Messiah's coming, and portended

the speedy restoration of their commonwealth. This

fountain, which has a peculiar taste, like that of milk

and water, is identified by Signor Pierotti with the

fountain which Hezekiah built, and which is de

scribed by Josephus. The measurements and po

sition of most of these remains accord exactly with

the Jewish historian's descriptions. Some of the

Signor’s conclusions are disputed, but no one has

succeeded in so disintcrrlng the relics of the Holy

City.

Revenue of Great Britain.

The total revenue of Great Britain for the year

1802, amounts to £70,996,-#29 sterling. In 1861 it only

amounted to £68,(303,85i; showing an increase of

£2,392,578. This increase has not been caused by a

higher rate of taxation, but is the bone jids result of

the increase of wealth and trade. in only one de

partment, that of the excise, is a diminution shown

to the extent of £627,000. The decrease is to be ac

counted for by the repeal of the duties upon hope;

the law enacting which came into effect, we believe,

late in 1861. The increase in customs is £262,000;

in stamp duties £425,775; in the property tax £1,

142,000, and from miscellaneous sources £1,055,761.

Taking the value of a pound at live dollars in gold,

the entire British revenue in 1862, amounted to the

prodigious sum of $354,982,146. The British en

trances and clearances of vessels for 1862 exceed

those of 1861 by little short of 1,000,000 tuns. The

entrances and clearances of American vessels in Eng

lish ports were three-quarters of a million less in 1862

than in 1801, End most of the trade thus lost has

passed into British hands.

 

 
’

American National Revenue.

The Secretary of the Revenue has communicated to

Congress the Report of the Commissioner of Inter

nal Revenue, respecting the operations of the Excise

Law passed by Congress at its last session. The

States not in rebellion have been divided into collec

tion districts, of which there are one hundred and

eighty-three, including two in Virginia—correspond

ing in number to the Representatives to which they

will be Lentitled in the Thirty-eighth Congress.

An Assessor and Collector have been appointed in

each District—with the exception of the two Dis

tricts in Virginia. The entire number of Deputy

Collectors is eight hundred and ninety-eight, and the

whole number of Assistant Assessors, is twenty-five

hundred and fifty-eight, making an aggregate of Col

lectors and Deputies, Assessors and Assistants, of

thirty-eight hundred and fourteen-—besides sixty

male and eight female clerks, which have been ap

pointed in the Treasury Department and assigned for

duty in the ofiice of Internal Revenue. As the re

sult of a careful investigation recentlyinstituted into

the several sources of revenue, Mr. Boutweil is en

 

  

abled to make an approximate estimate as tothe

probable amount that will be raised under the Ex

cise Law. According to this estimate, there will be

received from all sources, except stamp duties, during

the current fiscal year, ending the 30th of June next,

the sum of $61,777,799. lie estimates that the re

ceipts from stamp duties, during the same period,

will amount to the sum of $lfr,000,000, making an

aggregate revenue of $76,777,790. This rmult, the

Commissioner states, has been reached by the most

careful inquiry that could be instituted into the

amount of the various kinds of manufactures, the

revenue to be derived from each, and by a like care

ful inquiry into all the other sources of income. it

may be assumed that, without material changes in

the business of the country, the revenue from the

same sources, for the fiscal year 1863-4, will not be

less than $150,000,000.

The cost of assessing and collecting is estimated at

$3,610,000, not including printing expenses.

Sugar as Food.

In the last number of the British and Foreign Hair’

(01 Review there is an interesting paper on “Sugar as

Food and as a Product of the Organism." in al

luding to the uses of sugar in assisting assimilation,

the reviewer quotes Mr. Bridges Adams, who says :

“I know by experience the difference in nutritious

effect produced by the flesh of tired cattle on a

march, and those slain inn condition arising from

abundant food and healthy exercise. In the former

case any amount might be eaten without the satis

faction of hunger, whilst in the latter a smaller

amount removed hunger. But I discovered that cer

tain other food of a different quality, such as grape

sugnr and fruit, would help the tired meat to assimi

late, and thus remove hunger." Puddings and fruit

tarts are not, therefore, simple flatteries of the

palate, but digestive agents ; provided always they

are not themselves of rebv.-iliousiy indigeatible ma_

terials, which, in English cookery, is too frequently

the case. The reviewer alludes to the fondness of

artisans for confectionery, and of patients just die

charged from the hospital asking for "sweets," in

preference to good substantial food, as examples of

a correct instinct. There is no doubt that in chil

dren, in whom the requirements of growth call for a

rapid and efiicient transformation of food into tissue,

the demand for sweets is very imperious ; and par

ents should understand that the jam pet will dimin

iah the butcher's bill and increase the amount of

nutrition extracted from beef and mutton.

 

 

To Prevent the Rotting of Wood.

In order to prevent wooden posts and piles from

rotting while in the ground, the following receipt has

been sent to the Societé d‘Enconragement, Paris. A

certain paint is used which has the hardness of stone,

which resists damp, and is very cheap. It has been

in use for the last five years 2-50 parts of resin, 40

parts of finely-powdered chalk, about 300 parts of line

hard sand, 4 parts of linseed oil, 1 part of red oxide

of lead, and 1 part of sulphuric acid, are mixed to

gether. The resin, chalk, sand, and linseed oil are

heated together in an iron boiler; the red lead and

the sulphuric acid are then added. They are carefully

mixed, and the composition is applied while hot. If

it be not found sufiiciently fluid, it may be made

thinner by adding some more linseed oil. This paint,

when cold and dry, forms a varnish of the hardness of

stone.
 

Mensa-usK1xo.—We frequently have inquiries from

inventors residing in Philadelphia and its vicinity, to

know where they can have models made suitable for

the Patent Otlice. For the general information of

inventors residing in Philadelphia, we would state

that we have seen some very fine specimens of work

manship in models from the shop of J. R. Sees,

whose advertisement can be found in another column.
 

Srnasr Fran-nxouras.—Since the substitution of

steam fire engines in Baltimore, the losses by fire

have been reduced almost to nil. Last year the in

surances ran up to $120, 000,000, while the absolute

losses by fire do not exceed $15,000, and this in a

city of at least 220,000 inhabitants!
 

Tun Bahama Herald of Jan. 17th states that the

British man-of-war, Vmzvius, recently took $1,500,

000 ln specie from Mobile, for Europe.
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i-OATING OIL TO lIAl1KE'i‘---A 7“ POND—FBESfiET.”

 

In a recent interview with a gentleman connected

with the petroleum oil operations in the mountains

of Pennsylvania, we were much entertained with the

account he gave of the manner of boating the oil

down the creek which runs through the oil regions.

As we were about to write out this narrative we met

with a full printed account of the mods: operandi,

‘which we herewith re-publish ;—

“ By far the most exciting operation of our oil

business is the ‘pond freshet.' It will richly repay

a journey of many hundred miles to see it. Imagine

some two hundred boats of all sizes, loaded with

oil, coming down on a rushing flood, in a narrow

creek, twelve rods wide, where it requires all the

skill and strength of some five hundred stalwart

boatmen to avoid colliding with other boats or rocks

and obstructions, and you can form some idea of it.

But our purpose is to describe what a pond freshet is,

and how it is caused. The bulk of oil comes from

wells located from four to six miles above this point.

To get this oil to Oil City, from whence it is shipped

to all points, we have to haul it in wagons or float it

down Oil Creek in boats.

“ A great portion of the business season, the roads

along Oil Creek are impassable. Besides this, team

ing is an expensive and slow mode of transportation.

It takes days, and frequently weeks, to transport a

few thousand barrels a few miles, for the reason that

when shippers are in the greatest haste, teams are

scarce, and prices rule accordingly. Upon the freshct

the shipper can run his cargo of oil to this port in a

few hours. It being the cheapest and most expe

ditious mode ofgetting the oil out from the wells, it

is of course preferred by the shippers. With this ex

planation we will endeavor to give the reader an idea

of the mode in which the freshet is formed and finally

let loose :-—

“ A pond freshet is a temporary rise of water in the

creek, for the purpose of running out logs, rafts,

boats, Sac. The water rises high enough to run out

boats, containing sometimes five hundred, and, in

some few cases, seven hundred barrels of oil. There

are usually from one hundred and fifty to two hun

dred and fifty boats on each freshet. It lasts from

one to two hours, and is caused by letting the water

out of from seven to seventeen dams on the principal

branches of Oil Creek, so that the water will all meet

together, making quite a flood, upon which from

seven thousand to thirty thousand barrels of oil are

run in boats to the river.

“ The dams are built with a solid abutment at each

end, and often one in the middle. Between these

abutmcnts there are timbers made very solid in the

bottom of the creek, in which mortlces are made

every three or four feet. On the top of the abut

ments, which are usually from ten to twelve feethigh,

other timbers are fastened, spanning from one to the

other. These timbers are directly over or a few

inches below the row of mortises in the lower timbers

at the bottom of the creek. Scantling, from six to

eight inches square, and ten to twelve feet long, with

a tenon on one end, so as easily to enter the mortises

in the timber in the bottom of the creek, are prepared

and tood up perpendicularly, the lower end in the

mortise, and the upper leaning against the timbers

which span the abutments. Then loose boards are

placed on the upper side of these studs or posts, which

are firmly held to their place by the weight of the

water. Thus the dam is completed. When we wish

to make a pond freshet we go to the upper dams on

the difi'erent branches of the creek, some of which are

twelve miles above Titusville, and commence about

midnight either to pull with a lever and chain, or cut

away these studs, and the water all rushes out of the

dam at once. We then wait until this water gets into

or commences running over the next dam, and then

cut it away, and keep repeating this process until we

come to the lower dam three miles below Titusville.

When it, which is a very large dam, is cut, we have

let loose all in one body, in some cases, the water of

seventeen dams, which makes a rise of from twenty

two to thirty inches above the highest rock on the

swiftest ripple. The studs are again put in, water

collects, and the mill-men saw and grind until they

are all stopped from twelve to forty-eight hours by

the next pond freshet.

“ The shippers and boatmen, having been notified of

the day upon which the freshet is to take place, begin

to make preparations several days previous to it.

Boats are overhauled, put in order and then towed,

by men or horses, to the point on the creek from

which they intend to start. The boats are then loaded

and cvcrything made ready for the coming flood

which is to waft them to that much-desired harbor,

the mouth of the creek. About the time the freshet

is expected, the boatmen stand ready to let loose

their lines- A cool rushing breeze is the first sign of

it, and soon after come the swirling waters. Inex

perienced boatmen generally cut their boats loose

upon the first rush of water. As a matter of course,

their boats run ahead of the water, and get aground

upon the first ripple or shoal. The creek being very

narrow, and the force of the current generally swing

ing the boats across it, ajam, and not unfrequcntly

a great loss of boats and oil ensues, just from the in

considerate haste of a few. The experienced boat

man waits at his harbor until the water commences

to recede, then cuts his line loose, and trusts himself

to the mercy of the swift current, and come into port

upon the highest part of the rise. The current of a

first-class pond freshet will run at the rate of six

miles an hour, an ordinary one about four miles, and

a. small one two miles and a half. If the boatman

meets with no obstacle, he soon anchors his craft at

our wharf.

“ There are several points of the creek where formid

able obstacles are interposed to vex the navigator.

Among these are the pier at the Mcfllintock Bridge,

and a pier, to support the machinery of a well, in the

middle of the creek immediately below, the Forge

Dam, though which is only a narrow passage for

boats; the pier of the bridge at this place, and the

bar at the mouth of the creek itself. One boat get

ting across the creek at either of these points is apt to

cause a ‘jam.’ The boats are crushed against each

other, and being generally built very light are easily

broken, and if loaded with bulk oil the contents are

poured into the creek. If in barrels, the boat sinks

and the barrels float oil‘, and the owner rarely re

covers all of them again.

“ Once landed at our wharves, the boat is unloaded,

but if the water is in good boating state, the boat goes,

after brief preparation, to Pittsburgh."—0il Oily Regis

ter.
 

The Usefulness of Diamonds.

Many persons suppose that diamonds are only used

as jewelry—for rings and other articles of personal

adornment ; and that they are really of no essential

value whatever in the practical arts. This is a mis

taken notion; they are used for a great number of

purposes in the arts. Thus, for cutting the glass of

our windows into proper sizes, no other substance

can equal it, and it is exclusively used for this pur

pose. A natural edge or point, as it is called, is

used for this work, and thousands of such are annual

ly required in our glass factories. Diamond points

are also employed for engraving on cornelians, amo

thysts and other brilllants, and for the finer cuttings

on cameos and seals. Being very hard, the diamond

is also used in chronometers for the steps of pivots ;

and as it possesses high refractive power, and little

longitudinal abcration, it has been successfully em

ployed for the small, deep lenses of single micro

scopes. The magnifying power of the diamond, in

proportion to that of plate glass, ground to a similar

form, is as eight to three. For drawing minute lines

on hard steel and glass, to make micrometers, there

is no substitute for the diamond point. The rough

diamond is called bort, and the “points" used for

glass-cutting are fragments of the borts. Great care

and skill are necessary in selecting the cutting points,

because the diamond that cuts the glass most suc

cessfully has the cutting edges of the crystal placed

at right angles to each other, and passing through a

point of intersection made by crossing the edges. A

polished diamond, however perfect may be its edges,

when pressed upon the surface of glass, splinters it

with the slightest of pressure ; but with the natural

diamond the most accurate lines are produced on

glass, and their surfaces are so finely burnished, that

if ruled close together, they decompose light, and

afford the most beautiful prismatic ed'ect—all the

colors of the rainbow flash from them as from the

silvery interior of a pearl oyster shell. Diamonds

are also employed as drill points to perforate rubies,

and bore holes in draw plates for fine wire, and also

for drilling in hard steel. Some inquiries have been

made recently in regard to using them as a substitute

for steel picks in dressing mill-stones. We appre

hend that they are altogether too expensive for this

purpose at present; but if some of our inventors

would make the discovery of manufacturing diamonds

as cheaply as we make charcoal, which is of the

same composition, we might be able to recommend

them to our millers. The coke obtained from the

interior of gas retorts, in many cases, is found so

hard that it will cut glass, but as its point endures

but for a short period, it cannot be made available

as a substitute for the natural diamond for such pur

poses in the arts.

--us

Culture of Hyacinths in Glasses.

']‘hc hyacinth is the bulb most usually grown in

winter in the house, and when properly treated will

bloom more finely, and the flowers will continue

much longer than in the open air. Culture in

glasses and in pots are the most usual methods of

growing this beautiful plant in the house.

In culture in glasses the largest bulbs should be se

lected, as it must be borne in mind that in this

method of treatment, the whole substance of the

leaves and flowers comes from the body of the bulb,

as riothing in the way of nutriment is derived from

the water. In selecting hyacinth glasses the dark

est colored ehould be chosen, as the roots of all

plants shun the light. Place the bulbs on the glasses

and pour in water until it just touches the bottom

of the bulb. Now set the glasses away ina dark

cool place, where they may remain for several weeks,

or until the roots have reached half way to the bot

tom of the glasses. When this is the case, remove

them to a situation where they will receive a moder

ate amount of light, and as soon as the leaves show

a healthy green color, they may be placed in their

final situation, which should be where they can re

ceive the greatest amount of light and plenty of

fresh air. The top ledge of the lower sash of a win

dow is frequently used for this purpose, and is a

good situation, for here they get the greatest quan

tity of light, and are kept cool by the air which will

always creep in where the two sashes meet. The

water will need to be changed once in two weeks,

and this should be done without removing the bulbs,

as there is danger of the roots being injured in re

turning tho bulbs to the glass after removal. It

will sometimes occur that a slimy matter will collect

around the roots. When this is the case, the bulbs

must be rarefully removed, and the roots washed

with gentleness and the utmost care. The glasses

should be washed out before replacing the bulbs,

which operation must be conducted with judgment

and much caution, or the roots will be broken and

the plants sufi’er. The water used in refilling the

glasses should always be of the temperature of the

room. It is recommended, by way of stimulant to

the plants, to dissolve an ounce of guano in a quart

of rain water, and put one teaspoonful of this solu

tion in each glass once a fortnight, after the flowers

begin to appear.—~0ountry Gentleman.

‘

To Pur A Paras. “ Posn-Iva" nvro A Looxnvc-cr.ass.—

A correspondent sends us the following, which may

interest some of our readers :—Having cut out the

picture, take a quarter plate glass, well cleaned, lay

a sheet of tin-foil on two or three thicknesses of cloth

or paper, and spread some quicksilver with a piece of

cotton wool. Next, attach the portrait with varnish

to the glass. All being ready, lay a sheet of clean

paper on the top of the quicksilver, and place the

glass, with portrait attached, on the sheet of paper.

Now press hard and draw out the sheet of paper

gently. The quicksilver will run round the edge of

the portrait, making a beautiful looking-glass with a

portrait in the center, giving an efi‘ect something

like a daguerreotype.--Photographic News.

 

 

 

Srzns or N.ur.s.—Why are nails designated by the

terms sixpenny, eightpenny, &c. i In Shefiield,

England, they used to be sold in small quantities by

the hundred; and the terms fourpenny, sixpenny,

&c., referred to such nails as were sold at fourpencc,

sixpence, &c., per hundred nails. The length of the

nails of that day, that were so designated, was ex

actly the same with nails that are now known by

those designations.



Inproved Patent Water-wheel.

There would appear from the plans which come un

der our notice, to be a constant and laudable struggle

between inventors to see who can produce the cheap

est and most efiicient motive-power. Wind-wheels

alternate with water-wheelsl steam engines and

caloric engines; these multiply and change them

selves yet again into forms and varieties which are

almost endless in their details and general construc

tion. We herewith present our readers with an illus

tration of an improved water-wheel which possesses

many features of interest. 'l‘he wheel, A, is provided

with a number of buckets, B, of a peculiar shape;

the smallest circumference described by the ends of

the same has wings which

project laterally toward the

center of the shaft, form

ing an angle with the main

part of the bucket, which

may be rendered intelligi

ble by likening the bucket

and its appendage to the

letter L placed horizontal

ly. The water-box, C, by

which the water is con

veyed from the penstocks

to the wheels, has a num

ber of radial openings or

chutes, D, placed ata di

verging line with the cir

cumference of the box it

self. The mouths or open

ings of these chutes are pro

vided with gates, E, curved

to suit the diameter of the

circle described by the for

mer, and connected contin

uously by a flange or ring,

F, working loosely about

the wheel. The top ring

is furnished with a toothed

rack, G, havinga pinion

gearing into it. This pinion is fastened t0 the ver

  

croasing or enlarging the volume of water which is

thrown against the buckets, and proportionately

diminishing or augmenting the power exerted by

the water on the wheel. Also that the spaces be

tween the chutes allow of the free egress of the

water when its force is spent, and prevent any of

the evils arising from back water. The arrangement

of these chutes and gates is novel to us, and the

wheel looks as though it might prove an exceedingly

eflicient one, and they also afford a quick and certain

method of regulating the amount of power required

by the work to be done.

The patent for this invention was granted on Dec.

2d, 1862, to D. M. Cummings, of Eniield, N. H., and

Ii}. 1

CUMMINGS PATENT WATER-WHEEL.

further information may be had by addressing him

tical shaft, I. Fig. 2 represents a section of the at that place.

water-wheel wherein the chutes, gates, and the buck

ets are plainly seen.

The chutes pierce the case at regular intervals and

are curved in the direction of their discharge so as

produce a centripetal action of the current. The

spaces, a, between them have an important effect

upon the operation of the wheel ; they serve as fric

tionless spaces opposing the resistance of a water

cushion when the wheel is submerged, for the water

to recoil against after having spent its force upon

  

the buckets. The arms running toward the center

of the wheel carry the step, b, which the shaft J, runs

in ; the set screws afford an opportunity for correctly

adjusting the same with reference to the center.

The action of the current of water through the

chutes, on alternate sides of the wheel, tends very

much to preserve the wheel from unequal strain,

caused by an indirect action of the force exerted by

the current just-mentioned. It will be seen that, as

the arm attached to the upright shaft is moved, the

pinion engages with the rack and rotates the gates

on an imaginary axis. They thus cover the mouths

of the chutes or recedc from the same, thereby de

 
‘

 

More about Bessemer Steel.

The extreme toughness of the Bessemer iron was

proved by the bending of a cold bar of 3 inches

square, under the hammer and into a close fold, with

out the smallest perceptiblo rupture of the metal at

any part ; and the bar was thus extended on the out

side of the bend from 12 inches to 165i inches, and

was pressed on the inside from 12 inches to ‘ii inches,

thus showing a difference in length of 9} inches be

tween what, before bending, were the two parallel

sides of a bar 3 inches square. Again, an iron cable,

consisting of four strands of round iron l§ inches in

diameter, was, while cold, so closely twisted as to

cause the strands at the point of contact to become

permanently imbedded into each other. Each of

these strands had become elongated to 12} inches in

a length of 4 feet, and had diminished one-tenth of

an inch in diameter throughout their whole length.

Steel bars, of 2 inches square and 2 feet 6 inches in

length, were twisted cold into a spiral, the angles of

which were about 45° ; and some round bars, 2

inches in diameter, were bent cold under the hammer

into the form of an ordinary horse-shoe magnet, the

outside of the bend measuring 5 inches more than

the inside. The steel and iron boiler plates, left

without shearing and with their ends bent over cold,

afforded ample evidence, too, of the extreme tenacity

and toughness of the metal; while the clear, even

surface of railway axles and pieces of malleable iron

ordnance were examples of the perfect freedom from

cracks, flaws or hard veins. The tensile strength of

this metal was not less remarkable. The several

samples of steel tested in the Proving Machine at

Woolwich Arsenal bore, according to the reports of

Colonel Eardley Wilmot, R. A., a strain varying

from 160,000 pounds to 160,000 pounds on the square

inch. Four samples of iron boiler plate similarly

tested, bore from 68,314 pounds to 73,100 pounds;

while, according to the published experiments of ‘Mr.

W. Fairbairn, Staiiordshiro plates bore only 45,000

pounds, Low Moor and Bowling plates a mean of

67,120 pounds per square inch- Of course, the cost

of production of the materials was considerably less

  

  

than that of the plates put into competition with

Air. Bossemer's; and here another advantage of no

slight consequence is evident.-London .i!echanic:' Ala

gazine.

 
“

Lake Superior Silver.

The silver found at Lake Superior is native, and is

the most extraordinary metallurgical paradox yet

discovered, in which Nature has shown that she can

completely surpass art. It is found in large quanti

ties in the native copper mines of that district. The

combinations of the silver with the copper present

most varied forms; in some instances the native sil

ver is found running through 8 1118-88 01' Imti" OOP

per in veins of varied

thickness, like veins in

marble; at other times

it is found attached to

masses ofcopper, in many

beautiful fioriatod forms

of a large size, and some

times resembling the

stumps of old trees, and

frequently covering the

whole surface of a mass

of copper on all its sides,

to a considerable thick

ness, and presenting most

beautiful forms in cubes,

prisms, and four-sided

pyramids, which appear

as though the whole mass

of copper had been thick

ly clectrotyped with the

precious metal. Its varied

forms and its extreme

purity, although in con

junction with the copper,

renders it a subject of

the greatest curiosity;

both metals having been

subjected to a heat that

must have, in any event, been equal to a refiner's

smelting heat, and yet the metals are each found

in perfect purity. In all the mass of copper of

this vast district silver is associated with it to a

greater or less degree, but not in anfiiclent quantity

to pay for its separation. The rock in which the sil

ver of this district most abounds is an amygdaloidal

trap, of a very compact nature. The miners of this

district, for many years, considered the native silver

as a perquisite—as they used to say they were em

ployed to mine for copper and not for silver ; there

fore the proprietors rarely used to get the silver,

but the miners always had an abundance. This

state of things now no longer exists, and the pro

prietors get a large share of this valuable produc

tion.

In a contribution to the Washoc Times, Mr. J. B.

Truckee states that he had the most valuable collec

tion from the Superior mines in Europe, and he was

solicited by the commissioners for mines and minerals

of the Paris Exhibition to form an illustration of

the productions of the mines of Lake Superior, who

undertook to return the collection, intact, when the

exhibition should have closed. But at the time he

looked for its return, he was waited on by two gen

tlemen, who came from the Emperor of France, tore

quest that the collection might remain at the School

of Mines in Paris, asit was the greatest curiosity

that ever had been seen. As that school is the first

of its class in the world, the collection is there for

the benefit of the profession generally.

In the collection named there are crystals of pure

native copper in clusters, in perfect cubes, to which

is attached pure fioriated native silver.

 

 

A BELGIAN glass-blower has lately blown two large

bottles, each of a capacity of sixty-two and a-half

gallons, and weighing fifty pounds. They were

blown at the glass-works of Lefevre & Co., at Lode

lingart, and are nearly double the size of the largest

bottles heretofore made.
 

Prr.or Krron, in Missouri, is a conical mound of a

sugar-loaf shape, 550 feet in hight, and covering 600

acres. According to an estimate, it contains no less

than 220,000,000 tune of iron ore, having sixty-five

per cent of pure metal in it.
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PREVENTING WASTE OF HEAT IR BOILERS.

 

When the temperature of the atmosphere is very

low and dry, persons do not feel the effects of cold

so sensibly as when it is damp and more elevated in

temperature. This is attributable to two causes.

One is the great capacity of moisture for heat, which

affords a reason for the heat of the body being car

ried ofi so quickly when the atmosphere is charged

with moisture. The other consists in the superior

non-conducting qualities of dry air, by which the

heat of the body is prevented from being carried off

so rapidly when the atmosphere is dry. The fur of

the quadruped is furnished by nature as a non-con

ducting covering, to enable the creature to withstand

the cold of winter. There is no more heat in for

than in iron; it is only a superior agent to iron in

preventing the conduction of heat, hence the reason

why it feels warmer in a cold day. Air is one of the

very best non-conductors, and the so-called warmth

of fur, wool, and feathers is really owing to the air

that is confined within their interstices. In order

to economize the heat of the human body during

cold weather, it should be covered with the best non

conducting material that is obtainable, and the some

advice is applicable to the covering of steam boilers,

cylinders, &c. In setting a steam boiler, the walls

should be made double, so as to include an air space.

A solid wall of brick surrounding a boiler witl radi

ate twice as much heat outside, as a double wall of

the same thickness of brick. In Constantinople

where fuel is scarce and high in price, all the baths

are situated between double sides with air spaces be

tween, so as to economize the heat. Furnace doors

should also be made double, to prevent radiation of

heat outside. Marine boilers are usually covered

with felt, which is a good non-conductor, but all such

coverings are put on without due regard to an air

space, which is the best non-conductor. Every boiler,

stationary and marine, should be entirely covered,

including Ian air space in the covering, for con

fined air is by far the cheapest non-conductor and

economizer of fuel that can be employed in all such

cases.
 

HOW TO U8E,GALLI1’EB.S.

It may be safely assumed that comparatively few

mechanics use callipers properly. There are many

different forms of callipers with which all mechanics

are familiar, such as those having springs, and those

which are secured, when set, by set-screws biting on

an arc. While all these have their several merits,

commend us after all to the old-fashioned sort made

with two legs, two washers and a good rivet. Now

what is the reason that one man will always make a

good fit when turning a shaft to fit a bore, or the

reverse, while another man makes a botch of it?

The reason is that the former knows how to take a

size, while the latter is ignorant of that duty. Sizes

when turning are generally taken either with a pair

of callipers or a standard gage. It would naturally

be supposed that with the gage, inaccuracy of meas

urement would be impossible. It is possible, how

ever, and frequent, because the workman has not

sufficient delicacy of touch to use the gage properly.

Callipers are very sensitive and are often used for

extra nice work; if, however, the work has to be

multiplied many times, then the use of callipcrs is

not economical, and we must substitute some other

method; moreover, gages are costly tools, and but

few shops are able to own complete sets ; for general

work, therefore, we must rely upon the callipers.

Blacksmiths have tools which resemble callipers,

but they are uncouth and rude. The majority of

men of that calling, when usingthem, set their calli

pers somewhere near the size they want, and then

upon comparing the work with them, jab them over

the rod or shaft, as if they were going to cut it in two.

The consequence is that the size of the work finish

ed depends very greatly upon the resistance which

the joint opposes to the blacksmith's strength. It is

needless to remind the machinist that violence or

pressure, applied to tools of this kind, only distorts

the measurement and results in ‘-' bad jobs.” The

object with some workmen seems to be to find out

how much the callipers will spring in going over a

shaft without altering ; not to ascertain how much

metal must be removed before the requisite dimen

sions are attained. It is safer to go by the sense of

sight than it is by the sense of feeling, in all cases

where it is practicable to do so. When we can see

that the callipers barely touch the object measured,

we know it is of the proper size, but when we only

feel of it, accuracy depends almost wholly upon a

delicacy of feeling which all persons do not possess.

When we say accuracy, we do not mean hap-hazard

accuracy, that will admit of being somewhere in the

neighborhood of the right size, but we mean abso

lute mechanical integrity, such as is obtained in the

sewing machine and in the manufacture of our best

steam engines. Many new inventions are rendered

useless and thrown aside as impracticable, solely be

cause rudely made ; let us then endeavor in the use

of all tools, but more especially in the employment

of those upon which the proper working of other

parts depends upon good fits, to be as faithful as our

abilities will allow us to be.
 

DEBTRUCTIVE EFFECTS OF IRON BUST.

 

The last published report of the Smithsonian In

stitution contains a translation from a German pub

lication on the above subject, which affords con

siderable information of a useful and interesting

character, some of which we shall present in a con

densed form. It states that it has been frequently

observed that in the timber of old ships the wood in

the proximity of iron bolts is entirely altered in its

character. Around each bolt for a space exceeding

one inch, part of the wood is dissolved away, and the

remainder is quite brittle and easily broken. The ap

pearance of such wood is such as if it were produced

by driving in red-hot iron bolts. This injurious

effect of iron rust is one of the principal causes of

the want of durability in iron-fastened ships. Rust

not only originates where the iron is alternately ex

posed to water and the air, but also where the iron

is permanently submerged under water. It is gen

erally known that rust is an oxide of iron, but as soon

as it comes into contact with wood it givesofi" part of

its oxygen, and becomes the protoxide. The latter

takes up a new portion of oxygen and transfers it to

the wood, and by the uninterrupted repetition of this

process, a slow decay of the wood is effected. The

protoxide of iron in this case plays a part similar to

nitric oxide in the manufacture of sulphuric acid.

In order to demonstrate the fact that oxide of iron

is reduced by more contact with organic substances

(such as wood) not yet in a state of putrifaction, M.

Kuhlman, of Lille, has instituted difiercnt experi

ments, the results of which confirm the correctness of

this assertion. When hydrated oxide of iron, for

example, was mixed with cold solutions of logwood,

cochineal, corcuma and mahogany, they were decolor

ized, and the iron was found in a. state of protoxide,

the oxide having lost a portion of its oxygen by the

action of the coloring matter. In every-day life the

destructive effects of the oxide of iron have been no

ticed. For example, linen or cotton cloth containing

ink stains becomes tender in its texture in the stained

spots after repeated washings, and the spots ultimate

ly fall out, leaving holes in the fabric. When cloth

that is colored with copperas to form a black, is sub

mitted to an alkaline ley, the protoxide of iron is

changed into an oxide, and the cloth becomes feeble

in the texture ; and the usual saying in such cases is,

“It is burnt in dyeing." According to Kuhlman,

the oxide of iron transfers oxygen directly to the

cloth, producing slow combustion of the fiber. This

is useful information for dyers, as it explains the

cause of an evil connected with preparing cotton

cloth, which has hitherto baffled much scrutiny and

experiment to discover.‘ It is also well known to

bleachers that when pieces of cotton cloth become

stained with iron rust they are liable to drop out,

leaving holes, as if they had been sprinkled with

sulphuric acid. Every spot of iron rust should,

therefore, be immediately discharged when noticed,

by the use of dilute hydrochloric acid and warm

water, or oxalic acid and warm water.

In shipbuilding, iron nails and bolts should never

be used. In all cases copper or brass fastenings

should be employed where first cost is not an essential

object. In cases where the expense will not warrant

the use of copper bolts, the iron bolts should be gal

vanized. Recently we have noticed with much satis

faction the cxtcndcd use of zinc-covered iron bolts by

our shipbuilders. This is a step in the right direc

tion ; but so far as we are informed, such bolts are

confined to the construction of sea-going vessels. All

our river boats and schooners should befastened with

the same kind of bolts, because they are nearly as

essential for vessels running on fresh water as those

on salt. .

 

GUN COTTON FOR ABTILLEBY.

 

When gun cotton was discovered by Schonbein, in

1847, it was hailed as a most valuable invention for

war and other purposes in which gunpowder is used,

but upon repeated trials with it in firc-arms, it was

found unsuited. The following defects were attrib

uted to it :-—It was very hygrometic, and attracted

so much moisture during wot weather as to render

it useless. It was also deficient in granular con

struction. To explain this second defect, it is neces

sary to state that different kinds of fire-arms require

powder of a different grain. Thus for fowling-pieces

u fine-grained quick powder is required ; for rifles, a

much coarser powder, and for cannon a very large

grained powder. Every variety of fire-arm, whether

the variation be as to length, twist of grooves or

caliber, involves a special size in the grains of pow

der to obtain the best results. Gun cotton possesses

no such variable qualities. It also explodes so rup

idly that it could not be used in common fire-arms,

because of its bursting effects ; the best steel barrels

of rifles having been shattered by common charges.

There are quite a number of fulminating agents

which it would be convenient to use in place of gun

powder, were it not that they are violently explo

sive, without producing great projecfile results ; that

is, they will shatter strong stecl barrels to pieces with

asmall charge, but they cannot project missiles to

such great distances as gunpowder. This is the case

with the fulminates of mercury, silver and gold.

The propulsive force of any material, such as gun

powder or the fulminate of mercury, depends on

two qualities, namely, the volume of gas which it

liberates when it explodes, and the time involved in

the liberation of this gas. These are important dis

tinctions. If the substance liberates its gas at once, or

in a space of time infinitcly short, like the fuiminates

of mercury and silver, it is not suitable of applica

tion for discharging projectiles, because the bursting

or shattering effect of those is prodigious, while their

projectile effect is small, as the volume of gas liber

ated by these fulminatcs is less in volume than the

gas of gunpowder, hence the latter is a superior pro

jectile agent. As water expands into 1,700 volumes

of steam, it is evident that it must be a superior ex

pansive motive agent to alcohol, which does not

expand in vapor to more than 640 of its original vol

ume. Gun powder and the fulminafes are governed

by the same law. Gun cotton, owing to its complete

ignition, and leaving very little residue, was held to

be superior to gunpowder in projectile effect ; but its

want of granular construction, its rapidity of com

bustion and its affinity for moisture were defects

which till now have prevented its adaptation to fire

arms and artillery. All these defects have been over

come (it is; stated in the Austrian Gazette) by Baron

Lenk, and it is now used in the Austrian army. The

method employed to prevent it from absorbing mois

ture is by immersing it, when being manufactured

and before it is dried, in dilute soluble glass, which
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acts the part of a varnish, without injuring the

igniting qualities of the gun cotton. The same qual

ity as granulation in gunpowder is obtained by form

ing the cotton into twisted strands of different sizes,

and making it into cords, which are cut to form

charges for cartridges. Batteries of guns in which

gun cotton is used now form part of the Austrian

military equipment. The guns are shorter and light

er than those of the same caliber for which gunpow.

der is employed. A military commission appointed

to examine into this subject has reported that the

weight of Baron Lenk’s gun cotton, to produce effects

either in heavy ordinance or in small guns, is to the

weight of gunpowder as 1 to 3. In 1860, trials were

made with it in a bronze 4-pounder, and after firing

2,000 rounds the gun was not in the least injured.

In 1861, fifty tune of this substance were made with

out the occurrence of any accident. It leaves but

a very slight residuum in firing, and the smoke

which results from it is not so disagreeable as that

of gunpowder. Some of this gun cotton was sunk

under water for six weeks, then it was lifted and

dried, and was found to be as powerful in projectile

force as before it was submerged. These advantages

stated to have been obtained from the improved

Austrian gun cotton deserve general attention, for if

this explosive agent can be substituted for gunpow

der, of course saltpeter may be dispensed with, as

the nitrate of soda is used to manufacture the nitric

acid that is employed in making gun cotton. Flax

will answer as well as cotton, if the latter cannot be

obtained.
 

HUMAN VEGETATION.
 

The power of vegetation seems to be almost univer

sal and perpetual. The stone taken fresh from the

quarry soon becomes covered with grey lichen and

green moss, and the very bread that we use becomes

coated with vegetable floss when exposed for a few

days in a warm damp atmosphere. Not only the face

of the earth, but every object upon its surface, seems

instinct with vegetable life. In some situations it

springs up so suddenly and unexpectedly that many

persons suppose it to be endowed with spontaneity.

In its growth and development its domain is_not con

fined to inanimate creation, but it is also extended

over animal life. Bees may frequently be seen flying,

with plants, nearly as large as themselves, pro

truding from their heads ; silk worms are sometimes

affected with a vegetable moldiness called muscardine,

and gold fish may oftentimes be seen covered with a

white vegetable mold. Insects, reptiles, fowls, fishes,

and animals of the higher grades are subject to para

sitic vegetation ; and man himself is not exempt from

the same influences. The scald head, the ring-worm,

and dandrufl‘ are vegetable growths. Some forms of

it attack the children of the poor almost exclusively,

where suflicient attention is not paid to cleanliness;

while other forms of it occur at all ages and are found

in all ranks and conditions of society. The vegetable

growth of scald head is described in the Bible (13th

chapter of Leviticus), and it is one of the unclean

diseases of the Hebrews. It appears in patches of

yellow scales ; the hair becomes dry and -brittle, and

disorganized. Examined with the microscope, the

scales are found to contain masses of seeds. A very

formidable type of this disease occurs frequently in

Poland, and is called plicapolonica. The parasitic plant

which causes diseases of the human scalp is called

acarion achiinlginii, and is the frequent cause of bald

ness. It has been noticed that baldness is almost un

known among a barbarious people. American lu

dians, Africans, Malays, and Chinese have all bushy

heads; and it is asserted by the Rev. H. Macmillan,

F.R.S., in an essay on this subject in Macmillan’a

' Magazine, that baldness was unknown among the

Baldness

' has increased with civilization, but whether Owing to

increased intellectual activity, or vegetable parasites

developed under favorable conditions from modern

habits, is not a settled question.

There is also a special hair-plant called the chin

welk, which revels in the beard. It is distinguished

by a red eruption of tubercules of various sizes, and

it frequently destroys the hair. It was very com

mon among the Jews of old, who, according to the

Lovitical law, enforced very arbitrary measures for its

extirpation. Where long hair is much prized in the

East, the common salutation is “May your shadow

never be less, and the hairs of your head never de

crease l"

There is a singular vegetable growth peculiar to

the human body which hasa prediliction for those

parts which are habitually covered with clothing. It

is called mfcrosporon furfur, and consists of an efilor

esceuce of small circular spots, which gradually

coalesce and produce irregular patches, accompanied

with dry scales, which are constantly renewed. These

scales, when examined with a microscope, are found

to contain oval seeds, tubes and knots, similar to

those of miniature bamboo canes. This vegetable

parasite is very common and occurs at all ages and

on both sexes.

The diseases called the yaws, which is common in

the West Indies; and the olephantissis, which dis

figures the Egyptians, are vegetable growths. It is

also well known that in hospitals, especially during

warm weather, white flocculcnt filaments are found

on removing the bandages from wounds and sores.

These are developed with wonderful rapidity in a very

few hours, and are vegetable formations called myoc

derms, which are similar to the spawn of mushrooms.

Vegetable growths are sometimes found in sev

eral of the internal parts of the human system, such

as parasites on the teeth, and tho thrush or whitish

crust which frequently lines the membrane of the

mouth and throat of infant children. The same vege

table growth is common with persons in the advanced

stages of pulmonary consumption.

It has been proved that all these vegetable growths

are due to seeds, most of which are so minute as to be

almost invisible to the naked eye. They float in the

atmosphere everywhere; dance in the air currents

of every house ; and they but await the proper con

ditions for their development wherever they alight.

It is easy to account for parasitic affections of vege

table origin being highly contagious. Malaria fevers

may be of cryptogamic origin, due to the diffusion of

the seeds of these plants in the atmosphere. Several

physicians have entertained such views. Formations

closely resembling them have been found in the

blood and kidneys of persons afiected with typhus,

and probably there is some connection between such

plants and most epidemic diseases.

- wrrn (E5238.PAYING WOBKIB

In very many parts of the country, it is the custom

with manufacturers to pay only a fraction of the

wages earned by their workmen in money ; the resi

due is given in the form of an order upon a store

kept by the manufacturer or those in collusion with

him. This custom originated in a natural and sensi

ble way. Whenever any capitalist desired to locate

himself in a new neighborhood—one where water

power was plenty or where timber was cheap, he was

compelled from the force of circumstances to carry a.

stock of groceries and dry- goods with him in order

to supply the wants of his men. Of course, as the

settlement increased and became a village, the trade

was generally abandoned to the proper parties. This

custom of givirig orders in lieu of cash has been

abused to an alarming extent; long after the neces

sity which occasioned the practice had ceased to exist.

Workmen earning ten dollars per week will receive

three dollars of that sum in money, while the bal

once is only to be obtained through an order for

goods, of one kind or another, on the company's

store- By this practice the mechanic is charged two

or three prices for what could be procured at less

rates were the business unmouopolized. The remedy

is not clear, when avarice and chicanery combine to

defraud the workmen of their rights. There would

seem to be but one resource, and that one is for the

workmen to move away from the scene of extortion.

But this remedy is quite as bad as the disease. In

too many cases men are lured to new villages by

promises of large wages. The sums paid them are

nominally high, but when the equivalent the work

men is obliged to give the manufacturer for articles

of necessity is proportionately greater, it is diflicult

to see what is to be gained in undergoing the hard

ships and discomfort incident to settling in new

places. Workmen as a rule are desirous of escaping

from the noise and tumult of large cities, and they

will gladly work a little harder provided theycan

be assured of comfortable houses in the country for

their wives and children. When, however, they are

obliged to submit to the wrongs above alluded to,

 

 

there is no other resource but to bear it patiently :

unless indeed the law steps in and either abolishes

the system of orders wholly or else so limits the

tender of them, as compensation for services, that

they will bc useless to the unjust capitalist as a

means of profit.

--——
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In the condensing engines of steamboats and ships,

the common method of condensing the exhaust

steam, and thus obtaining a vacuum before the piston

in the cylinder, is by injecting cold water into the

interior of the condenser among the steam. This is

undoubtedly the most simple mode of condensation,

and for steamers running in fresh water it is the

best. For sea-going vessels, however, the warm con

densed water which is employed to feed the boilers,

and thus economize some of the heat that would

otherwise be lost, such condensers do not provide

a supply of fresh water to the boilers. The re

sult of this is, that as salt water is fed to the boilers,

the brine becomes saturated as the steam is evapor

ated, and this has to be run oil‘ from the boiler. A

loss of about thirty-three per cent of hot water from

the boilers and about the same quantity of fuel, com

pared with the use of fresh water in boilers, is as

serted to be thus caused by the interior condeus.-rtion

system in salt water. To obviate these evils, sur

face condensers in which the steam is condensed in

side by cold salt water applied to the outside surface

have been proposed and used on many occasslons,

and they are now used to some extent in sea-going

steamers. Two faults have been attributed to these.

One consists in their liability to get out of order

and leak by the expansion and contraction of their

metal, arising from their complicated construction,

they being usually formed of a great number of

tubes to obtain a large cooling surface. The other

fault consists in an unlocked for chemical action of

the water obtained from condensed steam upon the

metal of the boilers whereby they are soon destroyed.

it will be understood that the same fresh water ob

tained from this condenser is used over and over

again in the boilers, thus obviating blowing-oil‘ as in

the case of brine in the boilers. The cause of this

chemical action of the condensed fresh water on the

boiler is not well understood, and it is not generally

admitted to be due to surface condensed water, but

some other cause not yet discovered. Some interest

ing facis relating to this question of surface con

densers are given in a recent number of Zi'nrIon's

London Journal 0,!‘ Arts, by Edward llumphreys, from

a paper read by him before the Royal Institution,

London. He states that in I850 he designed a set

of marine engines of 400 horsepower for the Orien

tal and Peninsula Company's ship Moollan ; and believ

ing that great benefit would result from the use of

surface condensers, he therefore had a pair of sur

face condenscrs built for the engines of the Jloollan.

The boilers of the vessel contained 4,800 square feet

of heating surface; the condensers 4,200 square feet.

The air-pumps of the condenser were the feed pumps

of the boilers, and the air which leaked into the en

gines was allowed to escape by an open stand-pipe

connected to the highest point of the feed~pipe,

thence it was carried up inside of the must, which

was a tube ofiron. Each condenser contained l,l78

seamless copper tubes of Q-inch outside diameter;

five feet ten inches in length, and the thickness was

-050 inch or No. 18 wire gage. The tube plates were

of gun metal, and the tubes were set apart one inch

from center to center. Linen tape, Ilgths of an inch

in width, was used for the packing of the tubes. The

salt water supplied to cool the condenser was fur

nished with a centrifugal pump—a new feature in

marine engines. Mr. Humphrey stated that at the

time he prepared his papc-.r—about the middle of

1862—the engines of the Moollan had run 42,000

miles, and he examined them after they had run

30,000 miles, when they were found quite clean on

the outside, but there was a slight coating of grease

inside, resulting from the escape of the tallow em

ployed in the cylinders. The boilers were also ex

amined, and there was no appearance of deterioration

in them. But it was noticed that the lubricating ma

terial found its way from the cylinders into the con

densers and thence into the boilers, and it was often

obtained in large lumps at the bottom of the water
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space, below the furnaces. It was the opinion of the

engineer of the Mooltan that the grease caused the

boilers to prime. These surface condensers are known

by the name of Hall's, and were first tried about

thirty years ago, but prejudice operated against their

introduction. The exhaust steam passes through the

interior of the tubes, and the cold water is applied

outside. This is the reverse mode of operating to

that of several condensers most recently introduced.

The condensers of the Mooltan have been very suc

cessful, but it is believed that the better plan is to

pass the condensing water inside of the tubes.

CALIFORNIA ITEMS,

MINERAL PAINTs.—The following extracts are from

the Contra Costa Gazette:—Native paints are found

about two miles from the town of Martinez, on the

banks of El Hambre Creek at the foot of a high

hill. They lie in ledges extending into the earth

under the hill, the out-croppings of which alone are

visible on the surface of the ground near the afore

said creek. These ledges vary from ten to twenty

feet in width, and are of unknown length and indefi

nite depth, perhaps miles in extent. At least four

of the principal or primary colors have been found

contained in the earths dug out of these ledges—viz:

red, yellow, green and blue. Here are some of the

varieties :

1. Terra Sienna, a ferruginous ocher, a native of

Sienna in Sicily, whence its name; an article indis

pensable with all painters and never heretofore

found in America.

2. Lazulite, a light bluish mineral, the base of all

the ultra-marines and indispensable to the manu

facture of paints.

3. French yellow, a very pure article, commonly

found in France, whence it is imported for use in the

arts.

4. Sienite, the primary color for all manufacture

of fine green paints, found in abundance here like

that generally imported from Prussia.

5. Venetian red, a very fine article, superior to

that which is imported from Venice for use in our

country.

ResiN AND TURPENTINE.—The California Farmer

says:

“At the Agricultural Fair at Placerville, this year,

we had the satisfaction of meeting a Mr. Jacques,

who had become acquainted with the existence of fir

balsam trees in large quantities, and had engaged in

tapping them, gathering the balsam in a crude state,

and from it manufactured resin and turpentine.

The product from these trees is a pure and trans

parent liquid balsam, yielding a turpentine almost

as smooth as Holland gin, and a pure light-colored

resin, remarkably fine. During the last week the

first lot of resin, about twenty barrels, very superior,

arrived in this city from Placerville, consigned to

Messrs. Moses Ellis & Co.”

CoPPER.—The Stockton Independent, of December

2nd, says in relation to the progress of Copper

opolis:—“The Union Company at Copperopolis is

now working with three engines, running night

and day. The Keystone, Empire and Calaveras

claims are giving out better prospects of late; and

the Webster, a new claim under the management of

Captain Sanders, is coming rapidly into importance.

Schools, Sunday schools and religious societies are

taking root at Copperopolis, and altogether the town

is acquiring a degree of permanence and character

hardly to be expected of a place whose foundations

were laid but two years ago.”

WINE.—At a late wine-growers' convention, held in

San Francisco, it was stated that 70,000 gallons of

native wine had been exported in 1862.

---

THE third division of the Southern Railway of

Chili was lately opened to San Fernando, the Capitol

of the province of Colchagua, distant from Santiago

86 miles. This railroad is stated to be well con

structed, it having numerous bridges constructed in

a solid and creditable manner.

The Manchester (England) Examiner and Times men

tions as the “most gratifying news’ received by

the last mail from America, “the movement which

has been taken up so warmly to send aid to the Lan

cashire operatives.”

MISCELLANEOUS SUMMARY,

THALLIUM.–On this new metal the Paris Academy

of Sciences has received a second communication

from M. Lamy, from which it appears that if the dis

coverer, Mr. Crookes, at first discovered it to be a

non-metallic substance, he was not far wrong. At

least, M. Lamy finds it wanting in one of the chief

properties of metals—viz., the power of conducting

veloped in the metal are of but slight intensity when

the circuit of the pole is successively closed and

broken. If heated in concentrated alcohol a part of

it is dissolved, and a curious compound is produced,

called by M. Lamy “thallic alcohol.” It is a limpid

oil, containing great refractive power and a caustic

taste.

DUMMY engines are to be placed on the new rail

road between Jersey City and Bergen Point. In

shape, they are similar to the common horse-car, but

much larger. In front is the engine-room, divided

from the passenger apartment by a partition. The

latter apartment is 22 feet long by 9 wide, and will

seat 30 persons. The engine is of 15 horse-power,

and consumes its own smoke. Such engines have

also been recommended for that part of the railroad

running through Brooklyn, thence to East New York

and Jamaica.

A BIG PEAR.—There is now on exhibition at the

office of the American Agriculturist, in this city, a

mammoth pear, grown in the orchard of E. L.

Beard, at San Jose, Cal. This pear weighs three

pounds and seven ounces. The same tree produced

a pear, a few years ago, that weighed three pounds

and six ounces.

IN recent gunnery experiments in Verona, Fort

Wratislaw, belonging to Austria, was cannonaded

first at a distance of six hundred paces, and then at

one thousand, the guns being charged with gun

cotton. The impulsive force of this substance was

found to be 24 times more than that of ordinary gun

powder. -

PROFEssoR WHITNEY, the State geologist of Cali

fornia, found among the Sierre Nevadas' about 2,000

feet above the level of the ocean, an almost perfect

jaw of a rhinoceros. Huge petrified oyster shells

were also found among the mountains of the in

terior and at a great elevation.

THE native copper of Lake Superior is dense, duc

tile and fibrous, as if it had been violently com

pressed when cold. It is very strong, but whe:

melted it takes the same structure as all m, ... :

factured copper.

SPIRITUAL “SHINPLASTERs.”—In Saugerties, N.Y.,

an enterprising tavern-keeper has just issued a series

of spiritual “shinplasters”—nothing less than pint

bottles filled with whisky, and it is said they pass

current among all his customers.

THE result of a general test trial of a London fire

brigade showed that the average time taken for turn

ing out, equipping, lighting lamps, and starting with

the fire-escape, was one minute eleven seconds.

NEW MODE OF CLARIFYING COFFEE. –It is said that

eggs are now so dear in Trenton, N. J., that the

housewives use the white of their eyes instead of

the “white of the egg” to clear their coffee.

WINTER WHEAT.–In many parts of the West the

winter wheat is represented as being considerably

injured by an insect, in consequence of the open

Season.

THE ToMB of WASHINGTON's MoTHER.—Just beyond

the city limits of Fredericksburg, Va., an unfinished

monument, begun in 1833, marks the tomb of the

mother of Washington, who died in 1789.

THE number of sea-going vessels in the world is

about sixty-five thousand, two-thirds of which belong

to England and the United States.

PUNCH's PHILosoPHY of TIGHT LACING.—Punch says

women first resorted to tight lacing to prove to men

how well they could bear squeezing.

BLIND DEITIE8.—Love, Justice and Fortune are

said to have no eyes; but all three deities make us

mortals open our eyes pretty wide sometimes.

THE whole number of locomotives employed in

England, Scotland, and Ireland is 6,156.

electricity and heat, since the power of induction de

vALUABLE work For Inventors, PATENTEES

AND MANUFACTURERS.

The publishers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN have

just prepared, with much care, a pamphlet of informa

tion about Patents and the Patent Laws, which ought

to be in the hands of every inventor and patentee,

and also of manufacturers who use patented inven

tions. The character of this useful work will be bet

ter understood after reading the following synopsis

of its contents:—The complete Patent Law Amend

ment Act of 1861––Practical Instructions to Invent

ors, how to obtain Letters Patent, also about Models

—Designs—Caveats—Trade Marks—Assignments

Revenue Tax-Extensions—Interferences—Infringe

ments—Appeals–Reissues of Defective Patents—

Walidity of Patents—Abandonment of Inventions—

Best Mode of Introducing them—Importance of the

Specification—Who are entitled to Patents—What will

prevent the Granting of a Patent—Patents in Canada

and European Patents—Schedule of Patent Fees; also

a variety of miscellaneous items on patent law ques

tions. It has been the design of the publishers to not

only furnish, in convenient form for preservation, a

synopsis of the Patent Law and Practice, but also to an

swer a great variety of questions which have been put

to them from time to time during their practice of

upwards of seventeen years, which replies are not ac

cessible in any other form. The publishers will

promptly forward the pamphlet by mail, on receipt

of 6 cents in postage stamps. Address MUNN & CO.,

Publishers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

No. 37 Park Row, New York.

The Inventor of the Fire-escape-Abraham Wivell,

Wivell now took to scheme-dreaming, some of

his friends said. He proposed a plan for draining

London independently of the Thames; for, said he,

if all the sewers drain into the Thames, the Thames

itself must become one great sewer. But this scheme

fell to the ground; it was too far in advance of the

times. His fire-escape was more successful; but,

poor fellow, how sedulously he worked at his idea,

and what time and money he spent before the design

of his brain was embodied in tangible wood and iron |

His first escape consisted of a rope, fastened in the

inside wall of the upper story of the house, and a

belt, which was to be girded around the body of the

person escaping, and was also to be attached to the

rope. With such an apparatus Wivell frequently de

scended from the topmost room of his house, to the

wonder of the surrounding neighborhood. Although

he had demonstrated the practicability of this plan

of escape, people were slow to adopt it, and further

thought led him to the production of the well-known

fire-escape, now happily found at the convergence of

most of our principal London thoroughfares. Even

after he had completed this escape, he could not, for

a long time, get any help in bringing it out. But he

was enthusiastic and persevering; and he at length

succeeded in calling a public meeting, when he ex

plained his plan in detail. The formation of a com

mittee was the result of the meeting, and Wivell was

awarded with the expenses of his escape, and a

gratuity of £10 ! Ultimately the “Royal Society for

the Protection of Life from Fire" was formed, and

Wivell's invention was adopted.—Social Science Re

tnet0.

Spectral Analysis.

A practical application is likely to be made of the

beautiful results of spectral analysis in the casting

of steel. It is important to know the exact moment

at which to shut down the cover of the furnace during

the melting of metal; time must be allowed for the

escape of the gaseous products which are injurious to

the steel, but if that time be prolonged, an injurious

effect of another kind is produced. To meet this con

tingency, it has been proposed to test the gases as

they fly off by means of the spectroscope; and as

soon as the particular color is observed, peculiar to

the gas which begins to escape at the moment the

molten metal is in proper condition, the manufac

turer will then have an infallible sign of the proper

moment for closing the furnace.

CoLLoDION and castor-oil mixed together with resin

and the carbonate of lime, make a cement of which

medallions, knife handles and combs may be manu

factured.
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RECENT AMERICAN PATENTS.

The following are some of the most important im

provements for which Letters Patent were issued from

the United States Patent Office last week. The claims

may be found in the official list.

Machine for Drying Grain.—This invention con

sists in the arrangement of ledges or lugs projecting

from the sides of the cast-iron beams which support

cast-iron tiles to operate in combination with said

tiles, in such a manner that they form a support of

the same, leaving the upper surfaces of the beams

flush with the upper surface of the tiles, and that by

the action of the tiles the beams are prevented from

springing, and a cheap and durable platform is pro

duced; it consists also in the arrangement of semi

circular scoops, either rigid or adjustable and mov

ing with their concave side toward that end of the

platform over which the grain is to be discharged,

in combination with a reciprocating carriage, in such

a manner that said scoops, in going forward, stir

and move the grain along toward the discharging

end of the platform and in going back, the convex

sides of said scoops in passing through the grain

divert the same laterally and stir it without pro

ducing a backward motion of the same. Thos. C.

Vice, of New Haven, Conn., is the inventor of this

improvement.

Construction of War Vessels.—The prominent object

in this invention is to protect a vessel from fatal

injury by completely surrounding her vital parts

with water. This may be effected either by intro

ducing water into suitable chambers extending over

the hull, or by settling the vessel in the water below

the sailing draught, when she is to go into action. In

practice it is preferred to embrace both methods, the

deck being protected by completely covering it with

water placed in covered tanks, and the sides by low

ering the ship in the water. The lowering of the

vessel is effected by the introduction of water into

suitable tanks from which it is again expelled when

it is desired to elevate the vessel to her sailing

draught. The invention further consists in means

for imparting steadiness to a submerged or partially

submerged vessel, an improved construction of ar

mor for partially submerged vessels, and a device

for relieving water chambers of the expansive force

caused by the entrance ofa projectile. The inventor

of this device is E. A. Stevens, of Hoboken, N.J.,

and the patent bears date January 13, 1863.

Beer-cooler.—This invention consists in the ar

rangement of a series of semicircular metallic troughs

placed at certain distances apart, so as to leave spaces

for the air to circulate in, and connected at their

ends by similar transverse troughs, in combination

with pipes passing through the center of said troughs

and leaving a clear channel all around, in such a

manner that if beer or other liquid is made to pass

through the semicircular troughs and cold water

through the pipes, the beer or other liquid is brought

in contact with the cold sides of said water pipes in

thin strata; and furthermore, the cold air is in con

tact all around the troughs and passes through be

tween them, and thereby the cooling process is com

pleted rapidly and with an apparatus of compara

tively small dimensions. Valentine Haeffner is the

inventor of this beer-cooler, and his address is New

burgh, N. Y.

Mode of Cleaning Boilers.—This invention consists

in the employment, in combination with a mud

well or receptacle below the fire.surface of the boiler,

of a brush worked by a rod passing through a stuff

ing-box, for the purpose of sweeping the deposit

from over the fire into the well and thereby pre

venting the burning of the boiler. G. B. McDonald,

of Louisville, Ky., is the inventor of this device.

Fulton and Napoleon.

In 1803, when Napoleon was in camp at Boulogne,

Fulton wrote to him, offering his invention of the

steamboat as a certain means of transporting troops

to any part of the English coast without regard to

the direction of the wind—an offer which that poten

tate was disposed to accept, but which, too diffident

of his own judgment in so novel a matter, he referred

to the Academy of Sciences, by which body it was

ridiculed, although Fulton had conducted tolerably

successful experiments at Havre and Brest in the

previous year. Napoleon therefore gave no more at

------------ "

tention to the subject. Fulton also constructed the

first submarine boat, and made some experiments

with it at Havre. In this he remained under water

one hour with three companions, without any com

munication with the surface, and caused it to move

through the water at the rate of a mile and a-half

an hour. Such a vessel he also proposed to the

French Emperor for destroying English war ships,

but, like the steamboat, it was disregarded by

Napoleon.

-

VALUABLE RECEIPTS.

DAMMARAWARNISH.—“Gum Dammara,” as it is

called, is a resin not a gum. It is employed for

making varnish by dissolving it in turpentine. The

resin should be first well dried, for if it contains any

moisture it will tend to make the varnish opaque.

A common way to prepare it is to boil the resin in

the turpentine in an open vessel; but if the resin is

thoroughly dried, it will dissolve slowly in cold tur

pentine and form a clear varnish. A good way to

prepare it on a large scale, is to use an enameled

cast-iron vessel capable of containing about fifty

pounds for making twenty-five pounds of the var

nish. The dammara resin is put into the vessel in a

solid state, the proper quantity of turpentine (five

parts to four parts of resin) is then poured in, and

the whole put upon the fire. As soon as the boiling

begins, the water originally included in the resin is

dissipated in the form of vapor, and the resin ac

quires a softer consistence. When all the water is

expelled and the varnish boils quietly, the solution

is completed, and the vessel may be removed from

the fire. As long as traces of water exist in the var

nish, its boiling is attended with a bubbling move

ment; but as soon as all the water is got rid of, the

varnish boils quite quietly. When the varnish is

prepared, it is poured through a fine wire sieve, and

then allowed to settle sufficiently. If it be desired

to give the varnish a tougher consistence, 2 or 3 per

cent of good bleached linseed oil (not boiled with

oxide of lead) must be added to it before boiling.

This communicates great toughness to it.

ALLOY FOR Journal BoxEs.—Take seven and a

half pounds of pure copper and melt it in a crucible;

then gradually add, in small pieces, ninety-two and

a-half pounds of zinc.; when this is melted and the

two metals thoroughly mixed, the alloy is to be run

into molds for journal boxes. A patent was granted

May 1, 1855, for this alloy, to Thomas Forth, of Cin

cinnati, Ohio.

BABBITT METAL.—Take twenty-four pounds of cop

per and melt it first in a crucible, then add gradually

twenty-four parts of pure tin and eight of antimony.

Great care must be exercised in adding the tin to the

copper. This composition is rendered softer by the

use of a greater quantity of tin. It is first run into

ingots, then melted and cast to form the journal

boxes, &c.

FINE PolishING PowDER.—Professor Vogel, of Eng

land, states that the finest powder for polishing

optical glasses and fine metals, is made by calcining

the oxalate of iron. It is superior to the common

polishing powder for glass made of lixivated colco

thar.

ConsoDIDATING CAST-STEEL.—Mr. J. M. Rowan, of

Glasgow, proposes to consolidate cast-steel, or metal

produced by the pneumatic process, by compressing

it whilst still liquid or nearly so, whereby it is ren

dered much better adapted for subsequent processes.

A HARMLEss green for coloring confectionary may

be made as follows:–Take thirty-two parts of saf

fron and infuse it in seven parts of water, to which

add twenty-six parts of the carmine of indigo in

fifteen parts of water. The yellow saffron and blue

indigo when mixed form a beautiful green color,

which will combine with sugar solutions.

A MOST excellent furniture paste is made by dissolv

ing one part resin and one part beeswax in two parts

of benzine.

REFINED glycerine is a very suitable lubricator for

clockwork. It does not freeze in cold weather.

WITH respect to the impact of projectiles, Sir

Howard Douglas has said: “No additional weight

of projectile will increase the effect of its impact,

the charge of powder remaining unchanged. The

ignited powder is the primary force—not the shot.” |

ISSUED FROM,THE UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE

rom the week rsona Ascary 20, 1863.

Reported officially for the Scientiffe American.

*** Pamphlets giving full culars of the mode of: for

patents, under the new law which went into force March 2, 1861, speci

wing size of model required, and much other information useful to

nventors, may be had gratis by addreasing MUNN & Co., Publishers

of the Scientiric American, New York.

37,427.–Oil Barrel.-R. N. Allen, Cleveland, Ohio :

I claim the herein described oil barrel or cask in which the parts

are constructed, combined and arranged in the manner and for the

purpose set forth, the same being a new article of manufacture.

37,428.–Skate.–G. W. Ansley, Cleveland, Ohio:

I claim the arrangement of the spring, C, stem, E. pivoted or

jointed to the runner, adjustable plate, , and socket, D, substan

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

37,429.—Hay Rake.—Daniel Armel, Somerset, Pa. :

I claim the combination of the tread-lever, C, with the platform,

A, #. b, and arms, " ", substantially as and for the purpose de

scribe

37,430.—Grain-sowing Machine.-J. Bergstresser, Ber

rysburg, Pa. :

I claim the shape and construction of the spiral scourer. B, with

its projections, J, for scouring grain, substantially as descri

37,431.--Paper Shirt Collars.–C. K. Brown, Troy, N.Y.:
I claim a paper shirt collar having the parts at or around the but

ton holes, d, therein, made thicker and stronger than the main nor

tion thereof, by means of a piece or pieces, c, of thin musin or other

suitable strengthening material, pasted or otherwise cemented in or

to the layer or united layers of paper constituting the main portion or

body of the collar, substantially as here described.

37,432.—Machine for Printing the Addresses on News

papers.-J. A. Campbell, Milton, Canada West, for

"' of Buffalo, N. Y. :

I claim, first, the combination of the levers, E. K., bar, L, wheels,

IJ, sleeve, n, rack, M. sills, A, and a sliding bed-piece, B. whereby

the machine is automatically advanced after each depression of the

platten by devices independent of the chase.

Second, The combination with an addressing machine, substantial

ly such as described, of the sills or ways, AA, and cross-pieces, a a.

adapting the machine to fit over a common chase placed upon a com:

mon table and to be moved in a right line from end to end or from

side to side of the said chase.

[The distinguishing characteristic of this machine is that it is adapt.

ed for use with a chase of common construction and of any size, the

machine moving automatically over the type from name to name and

being shifted from column to column as required.]

37,433.—Drilling and Screw-cutting Machine.—C. W. Coe,
Corunna, Mich.:

I claim the combination of the gearing, D. E. H., with the screw, K,

ratchet, M. adjustable pawl, N, shaft, I, cam, Q, and the movin' or

rising and falling jaws, 8 St. all arranged for joint operation, as and

for the purpose herein set forth.

1This invention relates to a novel and improved arrangement of

parts whereby a very simple and compact machine is obtained for the

purpose of drilling and cutting screws, and one by which it is be

lieved several advantages are obtained over those now in use.]

37,434.—Fence.–F. K. Cosgrove and Rudolph Wester

man, Fort Wayne, Ind. :

We claim the arrangement of the bill-shaped ends, c, of the braces,

B, in combination with chamfered edges of the mortises, d, in the

battens, bb, and with gibs, e, keys, f, and anchor stakes, g, all con

structed and applied in the manner and for the purpose herein shown
and described.

[The object of this invention is to produce a fence that will suit

nearly all kinds of localities and soils, one that can be conveniently

and cheaply built by a person of ordinary mechanical skill, a portable

or permanent fence which does not require the use of posts in its con

struction, which cannot be easily displaced by frosts or thaws, storms

or floods, winds or animals running at large, and which is adapted, by

its peculiar structure, alike for prairie as well as timber lands. An

engraving and full description of this fence were published on page

80, present volume of the SciENTIFIC AMERICAN.]

37,435.–ScrewN: Derby, New York City:

I claim the construction of a screw nut, substantially as hereinbe

fore described, and operating in the manner and for the purposes set

forth.

37,436.—Apparatus for Burning Coal Oil for Heating Pur

poses.-H. W. Dopp, Buffalo, N.Y.:
I claim the distributing plate, A, with solid center, a, and genera

tor, B, or their equivalent, so arranged that the vapor shall escape

from one or more small orifices into the unconfined atmosphere, and

be arrested by means of the solid part of plate A, or its equivalent,

for the purpose of causing its combustion after it is thus arrested,

£ heat being obtained thereby to keep up continuous vapori

zation, substantially as described.

I also claim the combination of the crank pin and the cam groove

to obtain an up-and-down motion of the graduating valve, C, substan

tially as and for the purpose herein described.

37,437.–Churn.—J. B. Edgell, E. A. Alexander and H. C.

Kellogg, Quasqueton, Iowa :

First, We claim suspending the dasher, F, from the top end of a

vertical shatt, C, substantially in the manner and for the purpose

herein shown and described.

Second, The arrangement of the central tube, b, fastened to the

bottom of the tub, A, in combination with the vertical shaft, C, con

structed and operating as and for the purpose herein specified.

[This invention consists in the arrangement of a tube of metal or

other suitable material surrounding the vertical shaft, which is firmly

fastened to the bottom of the tub and extending up above the surface

of the cream in such a manner that the tub is entirely independent

of said vertical central shaft, and it can be taken off or replaced

whenever desired, without permitting any portion of the cream to es

cape.]

37,438.–Mode of Raising Sunken Vessels.—P. E. Falcon,

Cohasset, Mass. :

I claim my improved process of raising sunken vessels by means

of casks or contrivances of like character, the same consisting in ar

ranging the said casks, filled with water, on or within a vessel, and
with their bungholes downward, as set forth, introducing an air con

duit into the bungholes of the casks successively, and forcing air

through such pipe and into, each cask, and expelling the water of

such cask out of the bunghole and with respect to the said air pipe

substantially as specified. -
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37,439.-Combined Washing, Wrmgmg and Mcnglmg Ma

chine.—'l‘homas Farnsworth, Cleveland, Ohio :

I claim the sections, A B, the beater, Fig. 5. the rollers, J K, wheel,

M, and pinion, N, in combination with the table, 8, and endless apron,

T, when all these parts are arranged and operated as and for the pur

pose specified.

37,440.-Grain Separator.-John, Faulkner, Dansvillc,

N. Y. :

I claim, first, a sheet-metal sieve, A, with apertures, a, arranged in

the manner and for the purpose described.

Second, A sheet-metal sieve with s ertures, it, in line with the flow

of the rain over it, and at right ang es to the movement of the shoe,

D, oft e fanning mill, in the manner and for the purpose described.

37,-i4l.—Railroad Baggage Check.-F. H. Furniss and

F. R. Myers, Cleveland, Ohio :

We claim placing the number or names of stations on baggage

checks,ln consecutive order, with intermediate or corresponding

openings or slots for the insertion of the strap, as and for the pur

pose specified.

37,t4‘l.—Lam .—Benjamin Garvey,,New York City :

I-‘irst, Iclalm ncombuatible wicks for lamps, formed of the mate

rlala and in the manner substantially as deter bad in the accompany

ln specification.

gecond, I claim the application to lamps of tubes of glass, glazed

ttery, or other such material, which is a bad conductor of heat, and

s, at the same time, impervious to the fuel, for the purpose of pro

tecting the wick from the cooling eiTccts of external air, and of con

fining the but of the flame, as faras possible, to the wick, in the

manner set forth substantially in the accompanying specification.

Third, I claim wick tubes of any suitable materials in imitation of

candles or tapers of wax, snermacetl. parsfllne, $0., in the manner

described in the accompanying specification.

37A43.—Beer-cooler.—Valcntine Haeffner, Dobb’s Ferry,

N. Y. :

I claim the arrangement of the air spaces, s between the troughs,

A, when the latter are used in combination with cold-water pipes, C,

substantially in the manner and i'or the purpose hemin shown and

described.

37,-144.-Surface Condensers.-Peter Hammond, Castle

ton, N. Y. :

I clann combining the plates, A A, or their equivalents, which con

stitute the cooling surfaces of the condenser or cooler by means of

strips, (3 C. applied and clamped in their places, substantially as here

in set forth.

[This invention consists in combining the plates, or their equiva

lents, which constitute the condensing or cooling surfaces of the con

denser or cooler, by means of wooden or other strips, whereby is ob

tained, at very small cost, a very effective condenser or cooler which

is not liable to lcakngo.]

37,4t5.—Drop Press.-Wm. C. Hicks, New York City :

I claim the method of unwinding the hammer belt immediately

upon its reaching the requisite elevation by the employment, in com

bination with the ordlnar wmdin drum, shippin clutch and appur

tenances, oi‘ auxiliary fr ction rc is or drums, t e whole being ar

ranged Lo operate substantially in the manner and for the purposes

lab IO!‘ .

I also claim prevcntln the hammer from rebounding b the means

and in the manner hcrc nbefore described, or in any other manner

substantially the same.

37,-M6.-Machine for Cutting Caoutchouc, &c., into Strips

and Threads.-Liveras Hull, Charlestown, liiass. :

I claim my improved caoutchouc-cutting machine, having its sev

eral parts constructed and arrang|ed in manner and so as to operate,

substantfall as described, suc machine not only lmvinga single

drum or cy inder to support, and a revolving knife to cut a sheet of

caoutchouc, asexplained, but having machinery for traversln the

mtary knife with reference to the drum, and also having machmcr

for moving such knife toward and away from the drum, as specifl ,

3‘I,~t47.—8kate._Ben_|amin Irving, New York City :

I claim, first, Actuating the clamp, k i, b means of the system of

levers, in 11, thereby cogs ing it an the a justable clamp, d e, to the

boot or shoe. when the w ole are combined, arranged and operated

substitntiaily as described.

Second, The combination of the especially-adjustable heel clamp, k

,with the toggle levers, when arranged and operating substantially

as described.

Third, The combination of the toe, side and heel clamps, when ad

_|ui:1t::'l1e severally and in relation to each other, substantially as de

sc .

37,448.—Bumper and Draw-head Sprin for Railroad

Cars._-J. C. Jackson, Rochester, N. . :

I claim the draw bar, c, and disk, 1:, in combination with the springs,

f and g, and draw box, b, for the purposes and as specified.

37,-t49.—Watch Casc._Adolph Lange, Glaahiltto (near

Dresden), SaxonIclaim attaching the lvvt-‘zel for the glass in ahnntlng-case watch

directly to the movement, in the manner and for the purpose substan

tially as set forth herein.

37,4.50.--Roof.-Valentine Lasserrc, Paris, France :

I claim the combination of the raised rtion or boss, made upon

the upper or both plates, the screw or cit, C, the washer B, the

opening in the side washer being closed at the top by a cap, D, or by

other means which shall answer the purpose.

37,451,.‘-Carriage Hob.-Charles Leaviti,

0 io :

I claim the cap, I, shoulder, I’, chamber, J, and hole, La when com

bined with the tips box, B, all the parts being arrange and opera

ting as and fort e purpose herein set forth.

37,-i5‘Z.-_Washing and Wringing Machine.-Joel Lee,

Galesburg, Ill.:

I claim the combination of oscillating arms, E, with the rubber, B,

the rollers, L, the link, I, and weighted levers, 0, all arranged sub

etantially as and for the purposes specified.

37,4-53._—Belt Fa.stener.——C. Liebrich and L. Uittiag,

Philadelphia, Pa. :

We claim the plates, Cand C’, and eccentric rollers, B and B’

each roller havingaportlonnf‘ its surface ooved or serrated an

the whole being arranged for nprpllcation to t e two ends ofa belt, as

and for the purpose herein set orth.

37,45-l.—Sll1k.-—-S. N. Maxam, Shelbnrne Falls, Mass. :

I claim the combination and arrangement of the top slide grate, A

with the transverse wooden bars, F, and the lower slide grate, B, and

the basin. Cd and the movable wash-bowl, D, resting in and upon the

yoke, I-I, an sliding upon the rod, G, for the purpose of It sink, and

as above set forth.

37,45K5.-Steam Boiler.—G. B. McDonald, Louisville,

y.:
Iclann the employment, conjolntly with the mud well, B, of the

boiler, oi is bros , C, having an attached rod working through a

stuillog box in one end of the boiler, and operating substantially as

herein specified for the purpose set forth.

37,45}?-.-ICamp Kettle.--J. C. Milligan, Elizabeth City,

I claim the peculiar construction of the dished cover or tureen, B,

and its arrangement with the kettle, A. and together with the codes

Est, Ii, sauce-pan. J, frying pan, M, gridiron, h, plates. g, and ration

xes, D E F, in the manner and for the purpose specified.

37,457.-Valve Gearing for Steam Hammers.—Bobort

Morrison, Newcastle-n on-Tyne, England. Patented

in England, Dec. 16, 1 59:

I claim, first, The use ofa slot link or its equivalent to operate the

valves of steam hammers for the purpose of maintaining the recipro

cating motion of the hammer and valve in the same relative direction

during any number 0i'str0kcs if so desired, or when less than the full

motion of the valve is required, causing the parts, up roaching con

tact to produce this motion, to move at l\ lean velocuyt an the ham

mer, substantially as and for the purpose described.

Second, Connecting the valve or valves of steam hammers to the slot

link as described or its cqulvalent, in such a manner that the whole

or any portion of the motion due to the link or its equivalent, may be

imparted to the valve or valves, substantmllyas described and for

the purpose specified.

Third, The use ofrt valve or valves in steam hammers, so connected

Cleveland,

able punches and a shifting axis, and the pivoted jaws, D

justablc

  

with the hammer as to be capable of maintaining with it a continuous

movement when the hammer and valve are at full stroke. whilst at

the same time, the relative ositicns of the valves and parts may be

varied, substantially as and or the purpose spcciiled.

37,458-Making Steel Horse-shoes.-Isaac

Shortsville, N. Y. :

I claim the combination of the forming die, A A1, having) dhetach

, nving

incline planes and shoulders on their outer edges. and the compressor

Peacock,

and expander, E E, having the wedge hooks. h h, and holding-down

fianches or ledges on the front portions, substantially as described or

the equivalent thereof for the purpose set forth.

Second, Making steel horse-shoes of the construction represented

by a combination of machine and hand work, substantially as de

scribed.

37 ,459.—Wrcach.-Norton Porter, Youn stown, N. Y.:

I claim the slide, E, fitted in the socket, D, oft ejaw, C, and pro

vided with s serrated inner surface, h, and an eccentric,c, witha

thumb piece. a. attached, in combination with the serrated surface,

it, oil; the shank, A, all arranged as and for the purpose herein set

on .

[This invention relates to an improved wrench of that class in

whlchaslldingjaw is used in connection with astationary one at

tached to a shank on which the slidingjaw works. The object of the

invention is to obtain a wrench of the class specified, which will be

simple in construction, and which will admit of the sliding law being

readily adjusted in order to apply the wrench to the nut, and to de

tach it tbereil'om.]

37,460.—Meat~broiler.—G. B. Ransom, Chester, Conn. :

I claim a meat-broiler constructed substantially as above described,

so as to lnclose the meat or other article, and broil the same without

closg cgtact with the bottom or top of the broiler, substantially as

set or .

37,461.-_Car for Carrying Petroleum, &c.—John Scott,

Lswrencevflle, Pa. :

I claim the employment of a railroad car, A, lined with sheet

metal, substitntiall as herein described for the 1purpose of carrying

on a railroad petro cum or other liquid in the bul .

And I also claim the arrangement of the partitions, e f, perforated

near the bottom with holes, h, in the interior of the car, A, as and for

the purpose specified.

[The object of this invention is to arrange a railroad car in such a

manner that the same is capable of carrying petroleum or other

liquid in the bulk, thereby saving the necessity ofcarrying the load of

the barrels with the liquid, and avoiding the loss occasioned by the

leakage of the barrels during the passage]

37,-f62.—Machine for Bendmg Corrugated Sheet Metal.

S. J . Seel , Brooklyn, N. Y. :

I claim, first, he combination of four rollers, corrugated around

their circumferences, in a machine for bending corrugated sheet

metal into corrugated cylinders, substantially as described.

Second, The arrangement of four corrugated rollers, so that the

corrugations of one mesh into the corrugations of another, and all

are driven by a positive motion and from a central shaft, substan

tially as and for the purposes set forth.

Third, The arrangement of the machine, so that the corrugated

rollers may be adjusted with respect to one another, and so that the

corrugated cyhnders may be removed cndwise from the rollers, sub

stantially as described.

I-‘ourtb, The construction, arrangement and combination of the ad

parts, B B1 B2 B3, stationary parts, A A1 A2 A3. rollers, C

(71 C2 0, rock-shafts, I I’, worms, .l J, and segments, K K, substan

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Fifth, The combination ofonc or more movable sections, b o, with

the ermanent corrn tad rtions oi‘ the rollers surface. the said

not one being adapts for nishlng large or small casks with a plain

ilan c 0]: china be ng invented, substantially as and for the purpose

set ort .

37,463.-Baking Attachment for Harvesters.—Isaac B.

Snyder, Clay township, Pa. :

I claim the specific arrangement of the inclined planes, 0 P, for

giving the necessary elevat on to the swee rake at each end of its

stroke, in combination with the means of ho ding the rake during its

interval of rest, and operating it in the manner specified.

37,464.-Stove for Boiling Sap.—S. B. Spanlding, Bran

don, Vt. :

I claim the peculiar air-chamber C, in combination with the stove,

A, and boiler, D, the bottom of the latter being embraced b the fire

sgaee, E, and fines, whilst its u per part is embraced byt s top of

t e‘l\ot~hair chamber, substantia ly in the manner and for the purposes

set ort .

37,465.-Seeding liIachme.—C. E. Steller, Gcnesee, Wis. :

I claim, first, The arrangement of one or more transversely adjust

able slides, 0 GI G‘, with two or more sets of holes or n crtures, b’

c’ a’ a‘, in combination with the seed-distributing roller, %, rotating

close under said slide or slides, and provided with adjustable seed

cells, a b c, all constructed and operating in the manner and for the

purpose described.

Second, The arrangement of the secondary ho pers H‘, in com

bination with the main hopper, H, slide, G‘, an ad distributing

Boiler, I-‘, constructed and operating as and for the purpose speci

e .

[This invention, which is covered by three different patcnts,haa

been illustrated on page 209, Vol. VII. (new series), Soisnririo

Ausuicarc]

37,466.-Hydrant.—B.ichsrd Stileman, Philadelphia, Pa. :

I claim the sluice valve, D, with its casing C 0’, when combined

with and arranged in respect to the Item, A, of s fire-plug s.s_and for

the purpose set forth.

37,-l67._Apparatus for Stirring and Drying Grain.

Thomas C. Vice, New Haven, Conn. :

I claim, First, The arran ement of the cast-iron tiles, C, forrnin

the platform of a machine or drying grain, &c., in combination wit

ledges or lugs, a, projecting from the cams, B, as and for the pur

pose shown and described.

Second, The arrangement of several rows of semicircular scoo s,

H, either rigid or adjustable in combination with the reciprocat ng

carriage, E, and tiles, C, all conatructedfsnd operating substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

37,468.—Brake Mechanism for Carriages._Lowcll Wilber,

Putney, Vt.:

I claim the apglication or arrrangement of the slide bar, G, its

spring, H, chain, , and pulleys, c d, relatively to the perch, E E’,

and t e rocker bar, 0, the front axle, A, and the tongue, J, provided

with a draft rod, I, operated by the chain, I, connected with the yoke

or bar, L, and going around a pulley, e, as described.

87,469._Machine for Stirring Lard.-William J. Wilcox,

New York City :

I claim the employment or use, for the gurpose of stirring lard, of

flat perforated dasbera, E E’, attached by loge joints toataves, F i"’,

which are secured to reciprocating rods, 0 C’, moving in opposite di

rections, all constructed and operating substantially in the manner

and for the purpose herein shown and described.

[The object of this invention is to execute the operation of stirring

lard by steam or ;otber competent power, in place of hand-power

usually employed for this purpose.l

37,-Pg).-YExtension Ladder.-Frederick Willis, Marathon,

I claim making a hinge oint in the upper section of the ladder so

that the part above the Jo at may be laid on the roof of a house sub

stantialiy as described.

And in cumbimttion with the jointed section I claim the other see

tlons provided with the devices described for raising or pushing them

up in succession substantially ns ll6sH'lb€Il.

37,47l.—Manufacturc of‘ Soap.-_Dudley B. Chapman (as

signor to himself and Ebenezer D. Draper), Milford,

Mass. : ~

I claim as an im roved manufacture, a soap made in the improved

manner herein-be ore described, viz : of a hut fatty matteror matters

and It solution of alkaline silicate combined at one operation without

 

 

the process of being boiled after the addition of the solution of sill

cate to the hot fat.

37,4-72.--Clothes-wringer.—Daniel B. Clement, Milton,

ltiass., assignor_to himself and Daniel A. Schermer

horn, Boston, Mass. :

I claim, first, Raising or lowering the journals of the lower roll, B,

for the pitrpose of a plying or releasing the pressure, in the manner

substantial y as set orth.

Second, I claim moving the bearings, d, by the same ‘power which

opens or closes the clamps, D, substantially as describe .

37,473.-Pitman.—F'reen1an Graham (ussignori to Ralph

Emerson, Jr.), Rockford, Ill. :

I claim a pitman composed of a cast-iron head to sustain friction,

and a wrought iron arm to resist strains when constructed and com

bined substantially in the manner described.

37,474.—Cultivator.-Charles W. S. Heston (assignor to

Jaboz I. Piggott and H. Rentchler), Belleville, Ill. :

I claim, first, A cultivator frame, folding and expanding vertically

an this’ [also of a parallel rule, substantially as and for the purpose

880 8 .

Second, The combination of the slotted beams. B B, slotted links,

0 0, and vertically folding and expandin parallel rule frame sub

stantially as and for the purposes describe .

Third, The combination of the elevated cultivator frame, A A1 A2

A8, clutch pulley, H, or its equivalent, ropelling wheels, B, cross

shaft, F, and pendent cultivator beams, 8’, substantially as and for

the pur oses set forth.

I-‘curt , The combination of the ratchet wheel, lever pawl and

brake with the gendcnt cultivator beams substantially as and for the

purpose set fort .

I-‘ifth, The combination of the lever, M, with the pawl, brake,

ratchet wheel, and ondent cultivator beams substantial y as and for

the purpose act fort .

Siirth, The combination of the swinging lever, P, and pendent cul

tit;_ila‘|.)ci€-I-beams in a machine operated substantially as herein do

sc c

Seventh, Guards or oles, 6, in combination with a back yoke, B, as

set forth or the e uiva ent thereof’.

r Eighth, The po es, 6, when applied and used[for the purpose set

ort .

Ninth, The back yoke, 8, when applied and used as and for the pur

pose set forth.

Tenth, In a cnltivator for cultivating wing crops and which cm

ploys pendent beams, Q’, and a vert cally expanding and folding

parallel rule frame, I claim the combination therewith of the adjust

able standard, 8, and adjustable brace, 4, made in two pieces and with

a logo?‘ joint, substantially in the manner and for the_purposa de

scr c .

Eleventh, The arrangement together on the same machine of the

ratchet wheel, K, the brake, N, and foot and hand levers, Li L I, and

P, all combined as shown and described.

37,475.—Press.--John Kuebler (assignor to J. I. Piggott

and Henry Iientchlcr), Belleville, Ill. :

I claim the construcilon of a press or other similar mechanical

power in such manner that the screw and nut may be alternately re

volved, and when thus revolved, the connection between the follower

and the screw will automatically adapt itself thereto, substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

37,476.—Jib and Sta Connection.—J0hn E. Seavey (as

signor to himsel and George E. Torrey), Kennebunk

port, Maine :

I claim my improved jib and stay connector, the some consisting of

the hinged annu us B, and the shackle, A, constructed, arranged and

combined together in manner and so as to operate as specified.

37,477.—Casks and Barrels for Oil.—Abel Thom son,

Brookl n, N. Y., assignor to himself and Daniel lich

ards, ew York City :

I claim linin fl barrel or cask for pntmleum or coal oils ‘with sheet

metal, said lln a setting against the interior of the barrel or cask for

the purposes an as specified.

I claim the metal screw hung hole, c, attached to the cylinder, ii,

and passing through the slaves for the purposes specified.

And I claim the wings, e e, attached ID the cylinder, a, and running

between the stavcs for the purposes specified.

I also claim the siaves formed as segments of a cylinder, tapering

on the outside, and receiving the wooden heads and the boo is to form

It barrel or cook as set forth, in combination with an inter or lining,

whereby said barrel or cask is adapted to contain coal oil, as specified

37,478.--Wash-basin Faucet.—Danus Welhngton (assignor

to Cornelius Welhngton), Boston, Mass. :

I claim the improved basin faucet, as constructed with the leakage

intercepting chamber, a, and its conduit, b. arranged within the stand

ard, A, and with respect to the oint of the movable nozzle, 13, and

the plug. c, substantially as spec fietL

And in combination with the leakage intercepting chamber, a, and

its outlet, b, arran cd on the stand, A, of the faucet|na specified, 1

claim the auxiliary ntercepting chamber, c, or its equivalent, and the

conduit, g, or its equivalent in the turning nozzle, B. the whole being

arranged to o crate together, substantially as and for the purpose or

objects as here h before set forth,

37,479.-Axle.—I-Iannon G. Weihling, Denver City,‘ Col

orado:

I claim the peculiar construction of my axle boxes or thimbles

with‘ the flanges, H R, oil chamber, F, and aperture. 1, when connrct

ed with a s lral groove, terminating in a canal in which are placed

friction rol ers, e, the whole combined and operating as described.

37,480.—Carnage Wheel.--Harmon G. Wcibling, Denver

City, Colorado :

I claim mg peculiar method of mnstrneting the axle boxes or

thirnbles, an attaching them to the axles, by means of the gutta

percha packing, A, and screws, when the boxes or thimblee are made

to _ta r as described havin a canal lined with Bsbbits metal, in

whic rollers, e, are placed, t e whole used in construction with the

strap, d, on the underside of the axle, and the bolt, j, the Motion roll

ers, apirsl groove and lubricator, all as described and set forth.

BEISSUIL

1,387.—Loom.—Alexander Frey, New York City. Pat

ented hia 7,1861:

I claim, first, he nrrnn ement of the plate, a, carrying the spools

or cobs in combination wit thread-guidu; and with the let-oil rollers

of a loom constructed and operating substantially as and for the pur

pose herein shown and described.

Second, The combination of the plate. a, with the guide plate, b,

nppi‘i§ddto a loom substantially in the manner and for the purpose

s cc e .
pThird, The arrangement of the rollers d d, and g g, two or more at

the front, and two or more at the rear of a loom, connected together

by an endless chain or its equivalent or without such, and causing the

warp threads and the fabric to rogress regularly through the loom as

}he hweaving is performed, substantially in the manner herein sat

ort .

Fourth, The arrangement of the drivers, t, and levers, it, acted upon

by ti}; céims, 10, substantially in the manner and for the purposes

spec e
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IMPORTANTC T0 INVENTORS.

PATENTS FOR SEVENTEEN YEARS.

ESSRS. MUNN do CO., PROPRIETOBS OF THE

SCIENTIFIC An-zaicaxv, continue to solicit patents in the United

' ‘ States and all foreign count.ries, on

the most reasonable terms. They

also attend to various other depart

ments of business pertsiningto pat

ents, such as Extensions, Appeals

before the United States Court.

Iuterferences, Opinions relative to

Infringements, do. The long ex

perience hiessrs. Moss 1 Co. have

had in preparing Specifications

and Drawings, has rendered them

perfectly conversant with the

mode of doing business at the

United States Patcnt0f1lee, and with the greater part of the inventions

which have been patented. Information concerning the patentabllity

of inventions is freely given, without charge, on sending a model or

drawing and description to this oiilce.

THE EXAMINATION OI‘ INVENTIONS.

Persons having conceived an idea which they think may be patent

able, are advised to make a sketch or model of their invention, and

submit it to us, with a full description, for advice. The points of nov

elty are carefully examined, and a written reply, corresponding with

the facts, is promptly sent free of charge. Address MUNN A 00.,

No. 37 Park Row, New York.

PRELIMINARY EXAMINATIONS AT THE PATENT OFFICE.

The service we render gratuitously upon examining an invention

does not extend to a search at the Patent Oillce, to see lfa like inven

tion has been presented there, but is an opinion based upon what

knowledge we may acquire of a similar invention from the records in

our Home Olllce. But for a fee of $5, accompanied with a model or

drawing and description, we have a special search made at the United

States Patent Oillce, and a report setting forth the prospects of ob

taining a patent~ &c., made up and mailed to the inventor, with a

pamphlet, giving instructions for further proceedings. These prelim

ary examinations are made through our Branch Oihce, corner of F

andSeventh streets, Washington, by experienced and competent per

sons. Many thousands such examinatlops have been made through

this oillce. Address MUNN tit 00., No. 37 Park Row, New York.

HOW TO MAKE AN APPLICATION FOR A PATENT.

Every applicant for a patent must furnish a model of his invention

if susceptible of one ; or, if the invention is a chemical production,

he must furnish samples of the ingredients of which his composition

consists, for the Patent Office. These should be securely packed, the

inventor‘s name marked on them and sent, with the Government fees,

by express. The express charge should be prc-paid. Small models

from a distance can oiten be sent cheaper by mail. The safest way

to remit money is by draft on New York, payable to the order of

MUNN & 00. Persons who live in remote parts of the country can

usually purchase drafts from their merchants on their New York cor

respondents ; but, if not convenient to do so, there is but little risk

in sending bank-bills by mail, having the letter registered by the post

master. Address MUNN & 00., No. 37 Park Row, New York.

The revised Patent Laws, enacted by Congress on the 2d of March,

1861, ‘are now in full force, and prove to be of great benefit to all par

ties who are concerned in new inventions.

The duration of patents granted under the new act is prolonged to

ssvnx-rssn years, and the Government fee required on filing an appli

cation for a patent is reduced from 830 down to $15. Other changes

in the fees are also made as follows :

Ll

  

iiiin each Caveat. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$l0

8: iilinK each application for a Patent, except fora design. . $15

On iss 11 each ori inal Patent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$20

On appeafto Comm ssloner of Patents. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$20

On application for Re-issue. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$§0
On application for Extension of Patent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$oi)

On rantin tihelEixtensiou. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i in a so :1 mar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
83 ii1in§ application for Design, three and a half years. . . .$l0

On filing application for Design, seven years. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$_15

On filing application for design, fourteen years . . . . . . . . . . . .$d0

The law abolishes discrimination in fees required of foreigners, ex

cepting natives of such countries as discriminate against citizcnsjof

the United States—thus allowing Austrian, French, Belgian, English,

Russian, Spanish and all other foreigners except the Canadians, to

enjoy all the privileges of our patent system (but in cases_'.{of de

signs) on the above terms. Foreigners cannot secure their in ven

tions by filing a caveat; to citizens only is this privilege accorded .'_1 =.

During the last seventeen years, the business of procuring Patents

for new inventions in the United States and all foreign countries has

been conducted by Messrs. MUNN & 00., in connection with the

publication of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN; and as an evidence of

the confidence reposed in our Agency by the inventors throughout

the country, we would state that we have acted as agents for at least

TWENTY THOUSAND inventors! In fact, the publishers of this

paper have become identified with the whole brotherhood of inven

tors and patcntces at home and abroad. Thousands of inventors for

whom we have taken out patents have addressed to us most flatter

ing testimonials for the services we have rendered them, and the

wealth which has inured to the inventors whose patents were se.

cured through this oiilce, and afterward illustrated in the SCIEN

TIFIC AMERICAN, would amount to many millions of dollarsi We

would state that we never had amore eiliclent corps of Draught!!

men and Specification Writers than are employed at present in our

extcnsive oillces, and we are prepared to attend to patent business of

all kinds in the quickest time and on the most liberal terms.

CAVEATS.

Persons desiring to file a caveat can have the papers prepared in the

shortest time by sendinga sketch and description of the invention. 1

The Government fee for a caveat, under the new law, is $10. A pnm.

phlet of advice regarding applications for ‘patents and caveats,

printed in English and German, 15 furnished gratis on applic:t-

tlon by mail. Address MUNN A: 00., No. 87 Park Row, New York.

\

ASSIGNMENTS OP PATENTS.

Assignments of patents, and agreements between pstentees and

manufacturers are carefully prepared and iplaccd upon the records at

  

the Patent Office. Address NUNN It 00., at the Scientific American

Patent Agency, No. 37 Park Row, New York.

It would require many columns to detail all the ways in which

inventors or patentees may be served stfour oiiices. We cordially in

‘ vite all who have anything to do with Patent property or inventions

to call at our extensive oiilces, No. 37 Park Row, New York, where my

I questions regarding the rights of patentees will be cheerfully an

swcred.

Communications and remittances by mail, and models by express

(prepaid), should be addressed to IUNN A 00., No. 57 Park Row,

New York.

1

BIJECYED APPLICATIONS.

We are prepared to undertake the investigation and prosecution of

ejected cases on reasonable terms. The close proximity of our

Washington Agency to the Patent Oiilce affords us rare opportunities

for the examination and comparison of references, models, drawings,

documents, dzc. Our success in the prosecution of rejected cases has

been very great. The principal portion of our charge is generally left

dependent upon the ilnal result.

All persons having rejected cases which they desire to have proa

ecutcd are invited to correspond with us on the subject, giving a brief

story of the case, lnclosing the oilicisl letters, to.

FOBIIGN PATENTS.

We are very extensively engaged in the preparation and securing

of patents in the various European countries. For the transaction

of this business we have oillces at Nos. 66 Chancery lane, London ;

29 Boulevard St. Martin, Paris ; and 26 Rue des Eperonnicrs, Brus

sels. We think we can safely say that rnass-rousras of all the

European Patents secured to American citizens are procured through

the Scientific American Patent Agency. No. 87 Park Row, New York.

Inventors will do well to bear in mind that the English law does not

limit the issue of patents to inventors. Any one can take out s pat

ent there.

Circulars of information concerning the proper course to be pur

sued in obtaining patents in foreign countries through our Agency,

the requirements of different Government Patent Oillccs, Ac., may

be had gratis upon application at our principal oiilcc, No.37 Park

Row, New York, or any of our branch oiil cs.

   

 

  

J. H. P., of N. Y.—The hair hygrometer consists of a hu

man or other long hair prepared by immersion in a solution made

with soda and stacked lime. One extremity of it is fastened to a

hook and the other end is attached to a small weight to keep it

stretched. The hair passes over a small brass pulley on the axis of

which is a pointer that moves over the face of a dial. When the sur

rounding atmosphere is moist, the hair is elongated by absorbing an

additional quantity of moisture; the counierpome then descends and

turns the policy which moves the index hand. A solution of com

mon salt and lime is a good hygl-ometric preparation, and a piece of

cotton cord will answer the same purpose as a hair. With respect to

the utility of barometcrs, we have seen several that were of no

more use than a piece of wood. Their utility depends upon the

accuracy of their construction.

B. and B., of Wis.—Galvanized iron is not anon-conductor

of heat. The oxides of zinc and copper are poisonous. Tinned iron

pans are better than zinced iron pans for concentrating sorghum

sirups. Vacuum copper puns heated with steam are employed in

all our large sugar refineries.

L. W. A., of N. Y.-In heating iron wire from the freezing

to the boiling point of water-212 Pah—it expands 1-812th of its

I length. It expands and contracts uniformly. Zinc is the most ex

pansible of all metals; a rod oflt expands 1-323rd of its length in be

l' ing heated 180 degrees. Two distinct inventions cannot be secured

under one patent.

J. S. Q., of Mass.-Smiles’s “ Lives of the Engineers ” is

an English publication, not republished here so far as we know. .._,_

A. R., of N. Y.--G. P. Putnam, No. 532 Broadway, this

city, is the publisher of Ruttan’s work on the “Ventilation of

Buildings.”

W. H., of Ill.-Among the very first telegrttphs con

structed was Alcxander’s, which had a separate wire, as you propose

for each letter of the alphabet. It would be far too expensive to

construct and operate lines with such a number of wires.

L. W., of Mass.—We cannot give you much light upon

1 the subject of frictional gearing for the reason that very little is

known concerning their practical operation. There is no earthly

reason to our thinking why they should not work unless it be that

i they absorb more power than toothed wheels; this would hardly

seem possible. As you can readily understand our time is too

much occupied to devote any considerable portion of it to researches

bearing exclusively upon one point. The only way in which inform

‘ ation can be obtained in regard to the eillcacy of these agents is

to experiment carefully. This we hope to see done, and we wil

gladly publish any information we receive on the subject.

L., of Pa.-If you were to give your invention to the Gov

ernment, it would be taken no notice of, unless it were brought to

the notice of the War Department by some person of influence, and

then it would be unwise to trust to the authorities for remuneration.

Your only chance of making anything by your invention is to get

some person of capital and influence interested with you by giving

him a good share, take a patent and have a gun made for testing

before the proper oilicers, and then if satisfactory be ready to ex

ecute such orders as you might obtain.

J. S., of Ohio.-A lease is not suitable to place in the

‘ wall of your dark cellar for obtaining light. Use good common

winddw glass.

T. F., of Ind.-There is no first-class work on millwright

ing extant. Since the publication of Oliver Ev-ans‘s work, H. C.

Baird, of Philadelphia, has published “ Hughes‘s American Miller,n

which may answer your purpose.

l

  

-Lieut. P., of \'a._Your apparatus for disabling gain is

altogether too cumbrous and costly. A patched round shot would

snswerjust as well as it, and they are frequently used for the pur

purpose. Something that can be used quickly and carried castly is

what is required.

______.._____

lcney Received

At the Scientific American onm, on account of Patent

Oiiice business, from Wednesday, January 21. to Wednesday

January 23,18“:

1’. 8., of N. Y., $26; 11. 8., of N. Y., $26; W. H., of N. Y., $26;

.1. I-‘. 'I'., of N. Y., $36; W. L. P., of N. J., $40; J. 8., of N. Y., $26;

D. J. 8.,of N. Y., $20; D. L. D. 0., of N. J., $45; E. Van 11., of

less, $20; .1. (1., of N. Y., $20; 11. 8., of N. -1., $N; A. B.. of N. J.‘

$1‘); .1. G. 11., of N. Y., 11; L. 13., of N. Y., $15; J. 8.. of N. Y., $41

1-‘. '1‘., of N. Y., $25; E. B , of France, $30; I. B. D., of Ps., $41; E.

H., of N. Y., $9.1; G. A. ‘Y., of \'t., 15; J. J., of Mass, $$0; G. 8., 0

N. Y., $15. L. K., of Ian, $20, A. C., of \'a., $65; 11. S. 8., of N. Y.,

$21); 0. W. 11 , of lines, $66; 8. 8. W., of Ps., $67; L. 8., of N. Y.,

$22; 6. W. A., of Mass, $1t1;W. B. A., of 0., $15; '1'. J. 11., of 0.,

$15; L. D., of Win, $15; (1. 11. S , of Iowa, $20; J. I D. 8., of Wis.,

$15; J. 11., of N. Y., $22; .1. A. A., of Coun., $10; .1. E.,of Coun., $25;

I. D. 11., of N. Y., $12; J. R.,|Jr., of less, $10; J. P. 8., of Pa, $11);

L. 11. 0., of N. Y., $15; 1". D., of R 1., $25; J. C. C.. of Pa., $20; .1.

11., of 111., $25; W. B., of (‘onn.,$15; (1. I’. C., of Ian, $15; .1. C.

1’., of N. Y., $25;11. W., of (‘-al., $35;-1. A. W., of “'is., $15; 1'. I

N., of N. Y., $25;J.1-‘. L., of N. Y., $25; 0. C. 8., of 111., $10; A. I.

11., of Cal, $50; I‘. W. 0., of N. Y., $150; C. 11. 11., of C. W., $15;

A. L., Of N. .1., $15; 0. 8. A., of N. Y., $61; E. J. W., of N. Y., $15;

1. L., of N. Y., $25; '1'. 11. C., of N. 11., $25; W. J. 11., of N. 8., $15;

C. R. 8., of N. 11., $15; 0. 11., Jr.. of 111., $25; l. A. D., of )lich.,

$25; J. 11., of llnn., $15; A. I'., of N. Y., $15;|W. E. E.. of N. Y.

$26; 8. I: 11., of N. Y., $26; 8. A. 00., of N. Y., $892; 8. A N., of1nd.,

$15.

Persons having remitted money to this office will please to examine

the above list to see that their initials appear in it, and if they have

not received an acknowledgment by mail, and their initials are not to

be found in this list, they will please notify us immediately, and in

form us the amount, and how it was sent, whether by mail or ex

press.

 

Bpeciiicstions and drawings and models belonging to

parties with the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent

Oiiice from Wednesday, January 21, to Wednesday, January 28.

1863:

P. B..of N. Y.; R. 2., of N. Y.; W. 1, of N. Y.; J. F. 1‘., of N. Y.;

w. L. r. of N.J.; J. B., of it. v.; )1. s. 1)., of Ps.; s. s. w., of Pa.;

(1. h1.Jr. of11i.; '1'.11.C., ofN. 11.; 1. L.,of N. Y.; J. ll. Y., of N. Y.;

J. C. P., of N. Y.; J. P. L., of N. Y.; '1‘. and N., of N. Y.; 11. W., of

(‘.al.; E. 8., of N. Y.; J. 11., of N. Y.; W. J. 0.. of England; J. 11., of

111.; J. A. A., of Conn.; J. E., of Conn.; S. W. B., of,.\'. Y.; 11. and

B.,of Conn.; B. and H., of N. Y.; W.11. 11., of .\lich.; N. D. H., of

N. Y.

_______~

Back Numbers and Volumes of the Scientific American

VOLUMES 1., 11., 111., 117., V. AND Yil. (NEW SE

rles) complete (bound or unbound) may be had at this otilce and from

periodical dealers. Price, bound, $2 25 per volume,by mail, $3-which

include postage. Price, in sheets, $1 50. Every mechanic, inventor or

artisan in the United States should have a complete set of this publica

tion for reference. Subscribers should not fall to preserve their num

bers for binding. Nearly all the numbers of YOL. Y1. are out of

print and cannot be supplied.

TO 0113 mm.

 

 

Rsonrrs.-When money is paid at the oflice for subscrip

tions, sreccipt forlt will always be given ; but when subscribers

remit their money by mail, they may consider the arrival of the first

paper a bone Me acknowledgment of our reception of their funds.

INYARIABLE Runs.-It is an established rule of this office

to stop sending the paper when the time for which it was pre-paid

has expired.

liodeis are required to accompany applications for Patents

under the new law, the same as formerly, except on design patents

when twogood drawings are all that is required to accompany the

petition, specification and oath, except the Government fee.

PATENT Cums.-Persons desiring. the claim of any inven

tiou which has been patented within thirty years, can obtain a

copy by addressing a note to this oiiice, stating the name of the pat

entee and date of patent, when known, and inclosing $1 as fee for

copying. We can also furnish a sketch of any patented machine issued

since 1855, to accompany the claim, on receipt of $2. Address MUN N

I 00., Patent Solicitors, No. 57 Park Row, New York.

New Panrnnsrs IN Gsaxxn.-We have just issued a re

vised edition of our pamphlet of Instructions to Int-mtor.~, containing

a digest of the fees required under the new Patent Law, lc., printed

in the German language, which persons can have gratis upon appli

cation at this office. Address MUNN & 00..

No. 57 Park-row, New York

~saris or anvsaristlvef

Twenty-five Cents per line for each and every insertion,pay

bie in advance. To enable all to understand how to compute the amount

they mut send in when they wish advertisements inserted, we will

explain that ten words average one line. Engravings will not be ad

mitted into our advertising columns ; and, as heretofore, the publish

ers reserve to themselves the right to reject any advertisement they

may deem objectionable.
 

OR SALE-STATE RIGHTS OR THE EXCLUSIVE

Right of Peple ‘s Economical Automatic Lathe Machine. For

particulars address A008 PEPLEY, Bainbridge Ind. 8 2eow*

i ' ‘ f

DRAIN TILE MACHINES.--1 AM MANUFACTL-RING

and have for sale, the best Drain Tile iiiaclnne in America. A1 1

Machines warranted to be as recommo-nded, or no sale. Send for a cir

cular. A. LA TOURIETTE, Jr.., agent, Waterloo, Seneca 00., N. Y.

8 5' -

XCELSIOR MOWER AND REAPEIL-THE BEST IN

use—-The Patent for sale or lease. A fortune can be made by

building these machines. Territories for sale. Send‘i'oracirv.ular

and you will get all the particulars. ROBERT BBYSON, Schenec .

lady, N. Y. 8 ii‘
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A. Volumes of the GENESEE FARMER. We have a few complete

sets of the GENESEE FARMER for the last eight years, (1855-6–7-8–9–

'60, '61, and 62), handsomely bound, with an index, title page, and

everything complete to each volume. The whole set of eight volumes

will be sent immediately to any address, free, by express, on the re

ceipt of $7, or for $650 if the express charges are not prepaid. This

will be the last opportunity of#"' complete set, as we have

only one dozen copies of 1855 left. Those wishing them should send

their orders at once. There is no cheaper Agricultural and Horticul

tural work in the world. There is scarcely a subject in the whole

range of agricultural and horticultural literature that is not treated

in these volumes. As a work of reference, it will be of the greatest

value to every Fruit-Grower and Horticulturist. It is an American

Cyclopedia of Agriculture. Each volume contains Three Hundred

and Eighty-Four Pages, well illustrated with handsome and appro

£ engravings of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Pigs, Ducks, Geese,

uinea Fowls, Swans, Pigeons, Birds and Poultry of all varieties,

with numerous designs for Farm-Houses. Cottages, Barns, Feeding

Racks, &c., together with Agricultural Implements, Machinery, La

bor-saving Inventions, &c.

The Horticultural Department is abundantly illustrated with cuts

andd' of the new Fruits, Flowers, Trees, Shrubs, &c., as

well as the insects injurious to the Farmer and Fruit-Grower.

The volume for 1855 contains 78 engravings; for 1856, 93 engravings;

for 1857, 72 engravings; for 1858, 74 engravings; for 1859,# engrav

ings; for 1860.88 engravings; for 1861, 99 engravings; for 1862, 100

engravings. Total, 749 engravings.

he Eight Volumes, therefore, contain over Three Thousand Pages

of Reading Matter, Illustrated with Seven Hundred and Forty-Nine

Engravings! . These Eight Volumes will be sold at the office for $650,

or they will be sent, by express, free of charge, to any address, for

Seven Dollars! As before stated, only one dozen sets can be fur.

nished. They will be sent to those first ordering. The last Seven

Volumes (1856–7-8–9, 60, '61 and '62) will be sent by express, free of

charge, for Six Dollars! Any single volume (except 1855) will be sent,

prepaid by mail, to any address; for $1. The postage costs 24 cents,

and the binding (by the hundred) 30 cents; so that we nett only 46 cts.

for the£

In addition to the full sets of eight volumes, we can furnish, at $1

each, a few copies of the bound volumes for 1847, 1848 and 1853. Ad

dress, JOSEPH HARRIS, Publisher and Proprietor GENESEE FARM

ER, Rochester, N. Y.

We have a few complete sets of the Rural Annual and Horticultural

Directory, (for the years ending (1856–7–8-9, 60, '61, ’62 and '63), hand

somely bound in two volumes. They will be sent by express, in con

nection with sets of the FARMER, for $2.50, or separately, by mail,

$'. for $3. The GENESEE FARMER, for 1863, only Sixty Cents.

pecimen Copies sent free to all applicants. G@- Money may be sent

by mail at my risk. 8 1

HE ARTS OF TANNING, CURRYING AND LEATH

er Dressing, Theoretically and Practical considered in all their

details. Being a full and comprehensive Treatise on the Manufacture

of the various kinds of Leather. Illustrated by over 200 engravings.

from the French of De Fontenelle, and Malapeyere. With

numerous Emendations and Additions, by Campbell Morfit. 8vo.

cloth, $10. 93." The above or any of '''''''' sent by mail

free of postage. Lists sent on application. HENRY CAREY BAIRD,

F;"per of Practical Books, 406 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

OR SALE-STEAM ENGINES FROM THREE TO

Fifty Horse-Power. Castings and ê'. made to Order.

Babitt Metal always on hand. Address CINCINNATI MACHINE

WORKS, cor. Front and Lawrence Streets, Cincinnati. 8 2*

O IRON FOUNDERS.–WHERE A LARGE NUMBER

of Castings are to be made from one pattern, Murdock's Im

proved Metallic Molds will save over seventy-five per cent in cost of

molding. For particulars address the patentee, WILLIAM MUR

DOCK, Jersey City, N. J. 8 1*

ANTED–THE ADDRESS OF ALL THE MANU

facturers of Carpenters' Squares in the United States. '''"
ISEMAN, Rosston, Pa.

W ANTED–TO CORRESPOND WITH A MANUFAC

turing Company, or responsible party, with a view to an ar

rangement for the manufacture of Scissors and Shears on a (recently

#" new and improved principle. Address Box 87, *''',
*

ANTED.—PATENTED OR UNPATENTED IM

provements in Skates. Send description. CHAS. A. SHAW,

Biddeford, Maine. 8 is

TEAM FIRE-ENGINES.--FIRE-ENGINE MAKERS,

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, and Others, are hereby informed

that a FUND has been SUBSCRIBED for the purpose of GIVING

PREMIUMS to the Manufacturers of such STEAM FIRE-ENGINES

as shall, upon a trial, prove to be the most eflicient for the purpose

for which they are constructed.

The arrangements for this purpose, the conditions on which the

several Manufacturers will be admitted to competition, and the award

of the Premiums, will be carried out by a Committee consisting of the

following gentlemen :
CHAIRMAN.

His Grace the DURE OF SUTHERLAND.

MEMBERs.

The Right Honourable the EARL OF CAITHNESS.

LORDTRICHARD GROSVENOR, M. P.

G. APPOLD, Esq.

F. BATEMAN, Esq.

HAWKSLEY, Esq.

. E. McCONNELL, Esq.

. NASMYTH, Esq.

. SMITH, Esq.

sHAW, HonorARY SEcRETARY.

f
w

CAPT. E. M.

"the'#£ the following premiums for the Best

Steam Fire-Engines, t tested in London on the 1st of June, 1863.

The Engines produced for trial will be divided into two classes—the

small"class consisting of those not exceeding 30 cwt., and the large

class of those exceeding 30 cwt. and not exceeding 60 cwt.; these

weights not including coal, water, hose or other gear.

£ Premiums at present offered are £250 for the best Engine, and

fit}0 for the second best in each class.

The Committee hope it will be shortly in their power to open a third

£ch will include Self-Propelling Engines, without reference

to weight.

The£fpoints to which the Committee purpose to direct their at

tention, in addition to the consideration of cost and weight, are those

which relate to the general efficiency of the machines as Fire-En

gines, combining,' other points of excellence

Rapidity in raising and generating steam;

Facility of drawing water;

Volume thrown;

Distance to which it can be£ with the least amount of loss;

Simplicity, accessibility, and durability of parts.

The Committee reserve to themselves the power of modifying or

withholding altogether these Premiums in the event of no Engines

being produced which they consider deserving of commendation, and

competitors are hereby informed that the decision of the Committee

on all points is to be final and without appeal.

Communications to be addressed to CAPTAIN E. M. SHAW, Honor

*:#ecretary of the Committee, 68 Watling street, London, E. C.

VERYWHERE TRIUMPHANT.

GROWER & BAKER'S CELEBRATED

EWING MACHINES

Have taken the First Premium at the State Fairs last held in

NEW YORK, ILLINOIS, KENTUCKY

NEW JERSEY, M1CHIGAN, TENNESSE

I IO VIRGINLA,Oh 10, *

INDIANA, MISSOURI, ALABAMA,

NORTH CAROLINA AND CALIFORNIA,

including every State Fair where exhibited in 1862.

Office, 495 Broadway, New York.

N
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VALUABLE AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY.—EIGHT

ILLSTONE-DRESSING DIAMONDS, SET IN PAT

ent Protector and Guide. For sale by JOHN DICKINSON,

patentee and sole manufacturer, No. 64 Nassad street, New York City.

A:"acturer of Glazier's Diamonds, Old Diamonds re-set.

OW IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE FOR THE BEST

paper for the times! Moore's Rural New Yorker, the Leading
and most Popular Farm and Fireside Journal in America, will enter

upon its Fourteenth Year and Volume in January, 1863. In all the

essentials of a first-class Agricultural, Horticultural, Literary and

Family Newspaper, combined, the Rural has long been pronounced,

#. both Press and People, the best of its class, and the immense

circulation it continues to maintain throughout the Loyal States,

Canadas, &c., proves that the War for the Union has not diminished

its standing or popularity. Our aim will be in the future, as it ever

has been in the past, to make it superior in all respects, and unques

tionably the most useful home journal published in America! Al

ways Loyal, Practical and Progressive, the Rural New Yorker has

long been the Favorite Agricultural and family Weekly-largely read

and ardently admired in both Town and Country. Its ample pages

comprise Departments devoted to, or which treat ably and fully upon

Agriculture, Architecture, Education, Literature, Horticulture,

Rural Economy, Arts and Science, General News, with various

minor Departments, and including numerous Illustrations, Tales,

Sketches, Music, Poetry, Enigmas, &c.—rendering the paper instruc

tive and entertaining to the various members of the Family Circle.

The War News, Markets, &c., receive special attention—the Rural

New Yorker containing Reports of the principal Grain, Provision, Cat

tle, Wool and Fruit Markets in the country. Remember that the

Rural New Yorker is published Weekly in one of the very best culti

wated sections of America, and that its Editors, Contributors and Cor

respondents strive to promote the Pecuniary Interest and Home Wel

fare of its tens of thousands of readers.

Its Western Corresponding Editor, Chas. D. Bragdon, Esq., whose

“Western Editorial Notes,” have attracted much attention and been

widely copied during the past year, will hereafter devote still more

: and thought for the benefit of the Rural New Yorker and its

readers.

Style, Form, Terms, &c.:—Volume XIV, for 1863, will maintain the
enviable reputation the Rural New Yorker has£ for both Con

tents and Appearance. It will be published in Superior Style-with

New Type, good white Paper, and many fine Illustrations. Its Form

will continue the same as now-Double Quarto—with an Index, Title

page, &c., at close of year, complete for binding.

erms, always in advance-$2 a year; 3 copies for $5; 6 for $10;

10 for $15—with a free copy for every club of six or more. Now is the

Time to Subscribe and form Clubs. Efficient Local Agents wanted in

all places reached by the United States and Canada mails, to whom

we offer handsome Premiums. Specimen numbers, premium lists,

&c., sent free to all disposed to benefit their£ and commun

ity by introducing the£ to more general notice and support. Ad

dress D. D. T. Moore, Rochester, N.Y. 8 3"

MPLOYMENT.—THE FRANKLIN SEWING MA

CHINE COMPANY want traveling agents at a salary of $40

per month and expenses paid. For Circulars, Book of Instructions

and Specimen Machine, address (with stamp), HARRIS BROTHERS

Boston, Mass. Local agents aliowed liberal commissions.

W TALUABLE MILL PROPERTY FOR SALE, CONSIST

ing of a Grist Mill, Saw Mill, Shingle and Planing Mill; also a

Sash, Biind and Door Factory, all in good repair, with a never fail

ing water-power. Situated on the Chemung river, two miles from

Waverly, N.Y., on the Erie Railroad, will be sold cheap. Apply to

BROWN, ROUNDS & DUNNING, at Waverly, N.Y. 5 3.

M ODEL-MAKING FOR INVENTORS, BRASS CAST

ing and Finishing, light machinery made to order. Sees' Self

Feeding Tallow Cups for Locomotive Steam Chests. To companies

or superintendents wishing to test them, one sent free of cost.

SEES & CO., 415 Grand street, Philadelphia, Pa. 54*

ATENT DRIER IN ONE, TWO AND FOUR-POUND

tins, Patent Stove Polish, Graining Colors and Patent Gold Size.

QUARTERMAN & SON, 114John street, New York. 4.3m

RAKE'S PATENT CHURN POWER.–FOR SALE

the patent, right of Drake's Churn Power, for the States of

ennsylvania, Ohio, Connecticut, Indiana, Illinois and Kentucky.

Address E. D. CRAMER, sole agent, Hackettstown, N.J. 4 4s

5 000 —WE HAVE PLACED OUR NEW

2 • Duodecagon Bank Locks on the Mammoth

Wrought and Chilled Iron Fire and Burglar proof Safe, made for the

Mercantile Bank, New York, corner Broadway and Dey streets, for

a pick-lock test, and offer the above large sum to competitors as an

inducement to honorable competition... Should these locks prove

equal to the test, they will be sold hereafter to banks at the low priec

of $50, which gives a manufacturer's profit equal to that received on

my Wrought and Chilled liron Bank work. Bankers should preserve

this for reference. LEWIS LILLIE, Troy, N.Y., Jan. 5, 1863. H.

R. HUBBELL, Agent, 198 Broadway, New York. 34

ARE CHANCE.-MANUFACTUR1NG RIGHTS IN

the Nonpareil Washing Machine, patented #. 1861. This is

the only efficient Washing Machine before the public. It is simple,

durable and prominently a labor and clothes saver. In Government

hospitals, into which it is being extensively introduced, in educa

tional institutions and private families, unqualified success has thus

far attended its use; and the'' feel warranted in believin

that it must supersede any and ail Washing Machines, whether han

or power, at present in the market. Patterns for all the parts, wood

work and castings of the machines will be furnished. Further par

ticulars and terms for the right to manufacture and sell, for not less

territory than a State, may be procured fromOAKLEY &KEATING,

73 South street, New York. 3 3m

TTENTION, MASONS AND MECHANICS-AGENTS

wanted. I will send (as sample) on the receipt of $1, a hand

some Gold Masonic Pin or Ring, or Gentleman's Clustre Pin with

Chann attached, or New#' Scarf Pin, or Plated West Chain, or

a Fine Gold Pen and Pencil, or Engraved Locket or Bracelet, or Neck

Chain, or a beautiful set of Jewelry, together with my wholesale cir

"'." P. GIRTON, Manufacturing eweler, 208 Broadway.

REALLY WALUABLE MICROSCOPE, ONE THAT A

child can use, sent free, by mail, on receipt of 38 cents. Ad

dress S. WOODWARD, P.O. Box 3,273, Boston, Mass. 38"

OOD BENDERS FOR FELLOES, CHAIR-STOCK,

Implements and Wessels. , Builders, LANE & BODLEY;

Patentee, JOHN C. MORRIS, Cincinnati, Ohio. 3 4*

J£ MACHINES, WITH APPURTENANCES

manufactured and put up. Looms for narrow goods, from silk

ribbon to cotton tape, built to order on the most approved principles.

W. P. UHLINGER, No. 1,621 North Second street, Philadelphia, Pa.

6 A MONTH! WE WANT AGENTS AT $60 A

month, expenses paid, to sell our Everlasting Pencils,

Oriental Burners, and thirteen other new, useful and curious articles.

Fifteen circulars sent free. Address SHAW & CLARK, *##!.
Maine.

$7 A MONTH ! I WANT TO HIRE AGENTS IN

every county at $75 a month, expenses paid, to sell my new

£ Family Sewing Machines. Address S. MAbisóN, #4.
aine. *

LCOTT'S CONCENTRIC LATHES-FOR BROOM,

Hoe and Rake Handles, Chair Rounds, &c.-Priec, $25; and all

other kinds of Wood-working# for sale by

b S. C. HILLS, No. 12 Platt-street, New York.

ANTED BY THE ASSISTANT IN THE LABORA

tory of Practical and Analytical Chemistry of Union College,

a situation in some manufacturing establishment.

ation to Prof. CHANDLER, Schenectady, or to Prof. C. A :
Apply for"#.

Columbia College, New York. 2. '

MESSIEURS LES INVENTEURS-AVIS IMPOR

tant. Les linventeurs non familiers avec la langue Anglaise e

qui préféreraient mous communiquer leurs inventions en Français,peu
went nous addresser dams leur languenataile. Envoyez nous undessin

et une description concise notre examen. Toutes communica

tions seront reques en Co nce. MUNN & Co.,

Songwritic AMERICAx Office, No. 57 Park-row, New York

ALUABLE DOCK PROPERTY FOR SALE.—THE

subscriber offers for sale a valuable plot of ground on Newtown

Creek, near Penny Bridge, in the city of Brooklyn. The property is

very desirably situated in the Seventeenth Ward, Meeker avenue, a

eat thoroughfare, forming the southerly boundary of the premises.

£ dock privilege of over 400 feet on Newtown Creek, renders

the property very desirable for large manufacturing or storage pur

posés. Vessels of six or eight feet draft can navigate the creek at low

tide, and of much greater capacity at high water. The upland and

water privilege comprise abolit nineteen acres, and will be sold very

cheap, and the terms£ made liberal. For further particu

lars, address J. B. BULLOCK, attorney for the owners, No. 39Nassau

street, New York. 22tf

IL! OIL! OIL

For Railroads, Steamers, and for Machinery and Burning.

PEASE'S Improved Engine and Signal Oil, indorsed and recom

mended by the highest authority in the United States. This Oil

£ qualities vitally essential for lubricating and burning, and

ound in no other oil. It is offered to the public '' the most reli

able, thorough and practical test. Our most skillful engineers and

machinists pronounce it'' to and cheaper than any other, and

the only oil that is in all cases reliable and will not gum. The

SciENTiric AMERICAN, after several tests, pronounces it “superior to

any other they have ever used for machinery.” For sale only by the

Inventor and Manufacturer, F. S. PEASE, No. 61 Main street,

Buffalo, N.Y.

N. B.-Reliable orders filled for any part of the United States and

Europe 18 13

To PHOTOGRAPHERS.–IMPROVED PHOTOGRAHIC

Camera, Patented March 25, 1862, by A. B. WILSON (Patentee of

the Wheeler and Wilson Sewing Machine), adapted to all W otographic

work; such as ndscapes, Stereoscopic Views, Carte Wisites, Am

brotypes, &c. Can be used by amateurs and others from printed

£ ons. Send for a circular. Address A. B. witsos wate: *

onn. t

AMPER REGULATORS.–GUARANTEED TO EF

fect*#: saving in fuel, and give the most perfect£y
of power. For sale by the subscribers, who have established their ex

clusive right to manufacture, damper regulators, using diaphragms

or flexible vessels of any kind. Orders promptly attended to, or in

formation given, by addressing CLARK's PATENT STEAM AND FIRE

REGULAtoR Company, 229 Broadway, N

Responsible agents wanted. 14 26*

TDMURNITUREWHOLESALEAND RETAIL.-DEGRAAF

- L. and Taylor still continue the Wholesale and Retail Furniture and

Bedding easiness at No. 87£, New York, and have now on hand

the largest surplus stock ever before offered in this city, which they

are determined to close out at very low prices; also Carll's Patent

Towel Stand and Clothes Dryer, the most convenient article in use.

All work£" as represented. DEGRAAF &TAYLOR, No. 87

Bowery, New York. i222*

OLID EMERY VULCANITE.—WE ARE NOWMANU

£: of this remarkable substance for cutting, grind

ing and polishing metals, that will outwear hundreds of the kind com

monly used, and will do a much greateramount of work in the same

time, and more efficiently. All interested can see them in operation at

our warehouse, or circulars#' will be furnished by mail.

Néw YöRK BEiffSt. AND FAGK'NG 66.

1 13 Nos. 37 and 38 Park-row, New York.

UILD & GARRISON'S CELEBRATED STEAM

Pumps-Adapted to every variety of pumping. The''
styles are the Direct Action Excelsior Steam '' the improved

Balance Wheel Pump, Duplex Vacuum and Steam Pumps, and the

Water Propeller, an entirely new invention for$"#" large quan

tities at a light lift. For sale at Nos. 55 and First street, Wil

liamsburgh, and No. 74 Beekman street, New York.

1 tr GUILD, GARRISON & CO.

NLY A FEW COPIES LEFT, SENT POST FREE, ON

- receipt of 30 cents, The Watch, illustrated with engravings, treat

ing, of its construction, how to use it, &c. By a practical watch

maker. Address H. F. PIRGET, 89 Fulton street, formerly 32 John

street, New York. 4 3*

HAT EVERYMECHANIC AND AMATURESHOULD

have.—One of Parr's Tool Chests fitted up with complete sets

of tools sharpened and set ready for use, and packed in cases for

shipping. Boy’s size containing 44 tools, price $9; Gentlemen's size

containing 80 tools, price $22; Youth's containing 62 tools, price $14;

Planter's and Farmer's, containing 92 tools, price $32; also smaller

chests for Juveniles, at $2, $3 and $4 each. Shipped on receipt of

£ GEO. PARR, Manufacturer, Buffalo, N. Y. Send stamps £r
circulars. tf

EYNOLDS PATENT CONCENTRAL PRESSURE

Water Wheel. For illustrated circulars and information con

##### superior wheel, address with particulars, TALLCOT &

UNDERHILL, Oswego, N. Y. or D. TALLCOT, agent, 482 Broad

way, New York. 24 8*

UMPS I PUMPS!! PUMPS!!!—CARY'S IMPROVED

Rotary Force Pump, unrivaled for # hot or cold liquids

Manufactured and sold * CARY & B' ## £ Y

Also, sold by J. C. CARY, No. 2 Astor House, New Yor Wol.7 litf

ACHINE BELTING, STEAM PACKING, ENGINE

HOSE.-The superiority of these articles, manufactured of vul

canized rubber, is established. Ev belt will be warranted superior

to leather, at one-third less price. e Steam Packing is made in every

variety, and warranted to stand 300 degs of heat. The Hosenever needs

oiling, and is warran to stand any required pressure; ether wit

all varietiesofrubberadapted to mechanicalp Directions, prices

&c., can be obtained by mail or otherwise at our warehouse. NEW

VöRK BELTING AND FACKING COMPANY.

JOHN H. CHEEVER, Treasurer

1 13 Nos. 37 and 58 Park row New York.

RON PLANERS, LATHES, FOUR SPINDLE DRILLS

Milling Machines, and other Machinist's Tools, of superior quality

on hand and finishing, and for sale low. For description and prices

: NEW HAVEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, New*
ven, Uonn. t

ORTABLE STEAM ENGINES-COMBINING THE

maximum of efficiency, durability and economy with the minimum

of weight and price. They are widely and favorably known, more

than 200 being in use. All warranted satisfactory or no sale. A large

stock on hand ready for immediate# escriptive circulars

*:#"pleau". Address J. C. HOADLEY, Lawrence, Mass.

3ur Scattitung für beutidie Grinber.

Tie lintericidineten baben cine Mnleitung, tie Grfintern tas Serfdt.

ten angibt, um fid ibre Patente àu fiderm, berau.33e3eben, unt verubiel

genfelde gratic am titfelten.

Gräuter, melde midt mit ter engtifden €prade befaunt [int, fBantu

[bre 'littleilungen in ter trutfden sprude maden, ethirn era Gr.

fintungen mit furlem, teutlid gefdriebenen Beidreibungen trieve mau

Wu attreilirta an *Runn & Go.,

- 37 Puri Stow, Nicu şort.

Wuf ber Offitt wirh teutfd. Atfbrothert.

Taftlb.ft if su baben :

3) ie Q'afeuf-Gele#e ber Qereinigten $fadfell,

ntbit ten Regein unt ter Gefd aftscrtitut: Ner Tatent Sffice unt Millet.

tungen fur ten Grfinter, um fid, patente au fiderit, in ten Ser. St. fe

mebt als in Gurepa. Veriter Musalige austcit patent CŞefrient freinter

2ditter unt taraufbeualide Statbid line; ebenfalls mütliff. Stinte für

$rfinter unt fold;t, meld's patentiren relien. *.

grets 20 Üts., per got 25 4ts.
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in 1861, as of 191 feet 5 inches in length, 19 feet

breadth, and 8 feet 3 inches depth, with engines of

110 horse-power. This steamboat is said to have

run at the rate of 21 miles per hour, but whether

she continued that speed for one whole hour, we

cannot say. Perhaps our fast Gravesend boats have

either exceeded or approached this speed. As we

have no long rivers like those in the United States,

we shall never have a class of powerful boats such

as the Americans have, and as size gives speed, we

cannot compete with them in this respect.–Mitchell's

Steam Shipping Gazette.

The fastest running of an American steamboat, for

a continuous trip of 150 miles, was performed by the

Daniel Drew on the 13th of October, 1860, on the

Hudson river, between New York and Albany. The

average speed was 25 miles per hour, and an account

of the trip will be found on page 277, Vol. III. (new

series) of the ScIENTIFIC AMERICAN.—EDs.
-

-

creeper from slipping forward or backward from its

place.

A patent is about to issue on this invention, and

further information may be had by addressing the

inventor, Wm. Field, at Providence, R. I.

-

FEATUREs or THE FEET.—The French foot is meager,

narrow and bony. The Spanish foot is small and

elegantly curved, thanks to its Moorish blood, cor

responding with the Castilian pride—“high in the

instep.” The Arab foot is proverbial for its high

arch; “a stream can run under the hollow of his

foot," is a description of its form. The foot of the

Irish is flat and square. The English foot is short

and fleshy. The American foot is apt to be dispro

portionally small.

OF

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.

THE BEST MECHANICAL PAPER IN THE WORLD

THE

NINETEENTH YEAR A

WOLUME WIII.-NEW SERIES.

The publishers of this popular and cheap illustrated newspaper beg

to announce that on the third day of January, 1863, a new, volume

commenced. The journal is still issued in the same form and size as

heretofore, and it is the aim of the publishers to render the contents

of each successive number more attractive and useful than any of its

predecessors.

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is devoted to the interests of Popu

lar Science, the Mechanic Arts, Manufactures, Inventions, Agricul

ture, Commerce, and the Industrial pursuits generally, and is valuable

and instructive not only in the Workshop and Manufactory, but also

in the Household, the Library and the Reading Room.

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN has the reputation, at home and

abroad, of being the best weekly journal devoted to mechanical and

industrial pursuits now published; and the proprietors are determined

to keep up the reputation they have earned during the eighteen

years they have been connected with its publication.

To the Inventor /

The SC1ENTIFIC AMERICAN is indispensable to every inventor

as it not only contains illustrated descriptions of nearly all the best in

ventions as they come, but each number contains an Official List of

the Claims of all the Patents issued from the United States Patent

Office during the week previous; thus giving a correct history of the

progress of inventions in this country. We are also receiving, every

week, the best scientific journals of Great Britain, France and Ger

many; thus placing in our possession all that is transpiring in me

chanical science and art in those old countries. We shall continue to

transfer to our columns copious extracts from those journals of what

ever we may deem of interest to our readers.

To the Mechanic and Manufacturer 1

No person engaged in any of the mechanical pursuits should think

of doing without the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. It costs but six cents

per week; every number contains from six to ten engravings of new

machines and inventions which cannot be found in any other publica

tion. It is an established rule of the publishers to insert none but

original engravings, and those of the first class in the art, drawn and

engraved by experienced artists, under their own supervision, ex

pressly for this paper.

Chemists, Archutects, Millwrights and Farmers :

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN will be found a most useful journal

to them. All the new discoveries in the science of chemistry are given

in its columns, and the interests of the architect and carpenter are not

overlooked ; all the new inventions and discoveries appertaining to

those pursuits being published from week to week. Useful and prac

tical information pertaining to the interests of millwrights and mili

owners will be found published in the ScIENTIFIC AMERICAN, which

information they cannot possibly obtain from any other source. Sub

jects in which planters and farmers are interested will be found dis

cussed in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN ; most of the improvements in

agricultural implements being illustrated in its columns.

TERMS.

To mail subscribers :-Three Dollars a Year, or One Dollar for four

months. One Dollar and Fifty Cents pay for one complete volume of

416 pages; two volumes comprise one year. A new volume com.

menced on the third of January, 1863.

CLUB RATES.

Five Copies, for Six Months...............- $6

Ten Copies, for Six Months...... ... I*

Ten Copies, for Twelve Months.... *3

Fifteen Copies, for Twelve Months. ... 34

Twenty Copies, for Twelve Months. . 40

For all clubs of Twenty and over the yearly subscription is only

Improved Patent Car Coupling.

So many accidents have occurred and so many

valuable lives have been lost while trains of cars were

being coupled together, that it has become a matter

of necessity to provide some method by which the

danger can be averted. Our illustration represents

such a device, and we think it is well adapted to the

end sought for, viz.: safety. The coupling, A, is

provided with a handle or staple, B, firmly riveted

to it. The brakeman, or other person making up

the train, grasps this projecting handle, and inserts

the coupling between the bunters as the cars come

together. By using this coupling the necessity for

going between the cars is obviated, as the connection

BARNES'S PATENT CAR COUPLING,

can be made, if desirable, from the platform of the

car itself.

The patent for this invention was procured May

13, 1862, by Henry A. Barnes, of Milwaukee, Wis.,

and further information can be had by addressing

him at that place.

Canadian Oil Springs.

A recent writer in the Toronto Globe says:

“The question most eagerly asked of persons just

come from Enniskillen, is generally the all-important

one of whether the wells are holding out or not. It

is a fact that many of the flowing wells have ceased

to flow; and others, while still continuing to flow,

do no longer yield the immense quantities that they

did at first. But then, there remains yet untouched

a large area of what there is every reason to believe

to be good productive oil territory. The work of

drilling and sinking wells is still vigorously carried

on, and a rise in the price of crude oil to $1 or $2 per

barrel would set the drills agoing at a rate hitherto

unheard of. The owners of wells which have ceased

to flow do not think it worth while to drill down any

further until a more remunerative demand arises for

crude oil. When this takes place, every effort will

be made, both by drilling further and pumping, to

bring the oil up, if there is any to bring. The ques

tion whether former flowing wells will yield oil by

pumping, has yet to be determined.

“Oil Springs is certainly the busiest place of its

size to be seen; in fact, a perfect hive of industry,

full of life and motion. The population of the whole

diggings is estimated at 2,000 or more. There are

still more people than can find houseroom to live in,

and rents are of tiptop hight. Landlords of houses

appear to have taken “Excelsior” for their motto.

Think of six dollars a month for the up-stairs, mere

ly, of a frame house about 18 by 24, and three or four

competitors for it at that | People continue to come

in faster than houses can be built for them. The

hotels and boarding-houses are crowded, and the un

fortunate inmates are fairly lost for want of a place

to go to in the evening, and even for seats to sit upon

after supper time.”

-----

Speed of Steamships.

A correspondent wishes to know “The highest

rate a steam vessel has accomplished ?” The ques

tion is a broad one, and does not distinguish between

river and sea-going steamers. It has been claimed

for two or three mail steamers that, under a full

head of steam and canvas, with a strong wind, they

have run 18 knots. Under steam alone, 17 knots

has been accomplished by ocean steamers. This is

equal to 19 and 4.7th statute miles. But this has

been surpassed by river boats. It has been said that

31 miles per hour have been got out of an American

steamer, but we do not believe it. We have not

heard on this side of the Atlantic of any boat exceed

ing in speed the Rothesay Castle, registered at Glasgow

FIELD'S IMPROVED ICE-CREEPER.

Every person whose occupation renders it neces

sary for him to be out in frosty weather must have

felt the inconvenience, to say nothing of the pain,

which ensues from a fall upon the icy ground.

These accidents are continually occurring, and are

caused by the imperfect foot-hold of the pedestrian.

It is not a little mortifying to a young gentleman to

be suddenly interrupted in some good thing which

he was saying to his “affianced” by feeling his person

come into sudden and violent contact with the pave

ment. To prevent all casualties of this kind the ice

creeper here illustrated has been invented. It con

sists of the metal plate, A, provided with a second

plate, B, having a series of corrugated teeth, a, set

at right angles with its base. The ends of the plate,

A, flare outwardly in order to embrace the foot prop

erly, and have narrow slots, b, in each through which

the leather straps, C, are thrust and secured. The

ends of the straps are provided with either buckles

or strings to fasten the creeper to the foot. The

Small spike, c, seen in the detached creeper, enters

$200. Names can be sent in at different times and from different

Post-offices. Specimen copies will be sent gratis to any part of the

country.

Western and Canadian money or Post-office stamps taken at par

for subscriptions. Canadian subscribers will please to remit 25 cents

extra on each year's subscription to pre-pay postage.

MUNN & Co., Publishers,

Park Row, New York.

the heel of the foot and the spring, e, prevents the , snow the steam praes or span a 'ona,

 

 

 

 




